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Abstract 
This document describes the design of a low-cost apparatus for the measurement of 
ocean wave parameters. The design is implemented using magnetometers to measure 
attitude of a free-floating buoy, and accelerometers to measure motion of the buoy, 
and a microprocessor to analyse the data. Calibration of the sensors is described, as 
well as the use of digital filtering in the analysis of the signals to determine attitude 
and motion. Testing of the system, both on land and on water, is described, including 
protection of the devices from the corrosive effects of salt water. 
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1 Introduction 
Measurement of ocean waves is important for  
• Engineering purposes 

• Ship design. Pitching and rolling can slow down the progress of the 
ship, as well as causing cargo to move and causing other damage. 
Knowledge of the size and frequency of waves likely to be encountered 
allows the ship designer to minimise the negative effects of waves. 

• Design of structures to be erected in the sea (eg oil drilling platforms, 
wharves).Waves are the most important environmental factor 
producing forces on offshore structures. Not only can there be high 
stress loads from individual waves, but fatigue from significant wave 
activity over a long period must be designed for. 

• Wave-driven electricity generation. An average of 25MW of electricity 
could be generated per km of coastline. However, this is variable, so 
knowledge of wave climate is needed to properly estimate the return 
from investing in a wave-driven power station. 

• Military. During World War II, much effort was put into oceanography 
to predict wave characteristics for beach landings. Pressure-operated 
mines, which need to be set off by ships but not wave action is another 
example. 

 
• Environmental reasons 

• Study of erosion in coastal areas. This is becoming increasingly 
important with the predicted rise in sea level due to greenhouse effects. 
Not only do waves erode cliffs and beaches, but material is also carried 
by ‘longshore drift’ to be deposited elsewhere. 

• Changed ocean climate. Measurements suggest a significant worsening 
of the eastern North Atlantic wave climate between 1960 and 1977. 
[Draper 1986] 

• Study of ocean/atmosphere interaction and weather prediction. The 
oceans have a great effect on the atmosphere and vice versa. It is 
increasingly becoming recognised that ocean waves are an important 
mechanism for energy exchange between the ocean and air, and an 
important part of ocean currents. [Melville 2002] 

 
The height of ocean waves is the property of the most interest because it gives a 
measure of the amount of energy being carried by the wave, and therefore its 
destructive power. Also of interest is the direction of the wave. 
 
A central problem to ocean wave study is that observations need to be made over an 
extended period of time (months to years) to gain an understanding of the wave 
climate. In addition, the location of interest is often in a remote part of the ocean, 
rarely visited by people.  
 
Often, data needs to be gathered from locations in deep water. In these circumstances, 
it is necessary for the sensors to be mounted on a buoy that floats on the ocean 
surface. Typically, the motion of the buoy is measured as it follows the ocean surface. 
In many cases, mooring a buoy in the correct location is prohibitively expensive, so 
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buoys are deployed and allowed to drift. This in turn is expensive, since the time that 
buoy is providing the required data is limited. Only 37% of drifting buoys are still 
fully operational after 18 months [Meindl 1992]. 
 
The following properties are therefore desirable in a device to measure ocean waves 
in deep water: 
1. Autonomy. It is desirable to place the device at the desired location and record 

ocean wave data over long time periods without human intervention. 
2. Measurement of wave height. 
3. Measurement of wave direction. 
4. Self-powered. To allow this, all components must have minimal power 

requirements so that batteries or solar cells can power the system.  
5. Stable sensors or a self-calibrating system.  
6. Data transmission. Data should be transmitted by the device to a remote base 

station, possibly in batches, or at least stored for later retrieval. 
7. Data analysis. Analysing data in situ will reduce the amount of data 

transmission/storage required. Data may be analysed in real time (eg. for 
weather prediction) or batch mode (for longer-term studies). 

8. Robustness. Due to remoteness of data gathering locations, it may be very 
expensive to repair faults. This suggests a minimum of mechanical devices. 

9. Corrosion resistance. Sea water is extremely corrosive to metallic devices. 
 
The School of Electronic and Software Engineering at the Central Institute of 
Technology, Trentham, New Zealand has been developing a solar-powered boat as a 
research project [van der Hulst 2001]. It is an autonomous vessel designed to operate 
far from land for long periods of time. This capability makes it suitable for use as a 
self-positioning data buoy for monitoring weather or ocean conditions, if suitable 
sensors are constructed. 
 
This report will begin by outlining the current theory of ocean wave motion, and the 
current techniques used to measure ocean waves (Chapter 2: Context). The following 
chapters will describe alternative techniques that can be applied (Chapter 3: This 
Project), the hardware and software implemented during this research project 
(Chapters 4 and 5), and the outcome of testing of the system (Chapter 6: Results). 
Finally, possible directions for further research based on the outcome of this project 
are outlined in Chapter 7, and conclusions discussed in Chapter 8. 
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2 Context 
2.1 Ocean Waves 
Waves on the ocean are produced by surface friction with wind. Once a small 
unevenness appears, it feeds back positively to the wind, causing the wind to speed up 
beyond the crest causing a low-pressure area. This in turn causes the wave to increase 
in size, and further increases the effect on the wind. 
 
Wave sizes vary from capillary ripples (centimetres in length, millimetres in 
amplitude, surface tension is a significant aspect) to storm surges (kilometres in 
length, metres in amplitude, days in period).  

Figure 2-1: Ocean Wave Spectrum 
Waves with a shorter period (less than 10 seconds) are known as seas. These tend to 
be non-symmetrical, are caused by local influences, and tend to dissipate quickly. 
Longer-period waves are known as swells. These are produced by wind action on the 
large scale (pressure changes from storms), are relatively symmetrical, and travel 
great distances from the area where they originate. Collectively, these large motion 
waves are known as gravity waves. 
 
The first study of a wave system and its component frequencies by [Barber 1948] 
identified swells with a period of 20 seconds which had travelled over 1500 miles 
across the North Atlantic, taking 2 days to do so. 
 
For small waves, the hydrodynamic equations are linear and can be modelled as 
sinusoidal motion [Tucker 1991, Chapter 11]. In a sinusoidal wave train in deep water 
there is no significant interaction with the seabed, and the water particles travel in 
circular orbits. 
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However, the motion is somewhat complex, with wave trains of different frequencies 
and amplitudes travelling in different directions. Waves of different frequency travel 
at different speeds; in general, those with lower frequency travel faster and further and 
transport more energy than higher frequency waves. 
 
Trochoidal motion models the movement water particles in ocean waves better than a 
sinusoidal model; it allows a small net displacement of water particles in the direction 
of the wave train. A trochoid is the locus of points traced by a fixed point P on the 
radius of a circle that rolls on a straight line without slipping. If the straight line is the 
x-axis, the circle has radius B, and P is at a distance A from the centre of the circle, 
then parametric equations for the trochoid are given by x = B*Z - A sin(Z) and y = A 
cos(Z) where Z is the angle of rotation of the circle. In general, trochoidal waves have 
sharper peaks and flatter troughs than sinusoidal waves. 
 

 

Figure 2-2: Trochoidal Motion: Locus of x = Z – 0.8 sin(Z) and y = 0.8 cos(Z) 
As waves become steeper (the ratio of height to wavelength increases), they tend to 
become less sinusoidal and more trochoidal. The extreme case is a breaking wave, 
where the steepness exceeds the ability of the water particles to maintain the surface. 
 
Wave heights follow a Rayleigh probability distribution; about a third of waves are 
1.60 times the mean height, and 1% are 2.66 times the mean height. 
 

Figure 2-3: The probability function for wave height as defined by the Rayleigh 
distribution 
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The range of wave heights varies with latitude and season; highest waves occur in 
July at about 50°S with one third being over 6m in height. [Young 1999, chapter 3] 
Extreme waves may reach heights of 27m (South Atlantic, Indian Ocean, TR = 30 
years) [Massel 1996, chapter 8]  
 

2.2 Theory of Ocean Waves 
Ocean wave theory has been developed since the mid-1800s [Airy 1845; Jeffreys 
1924; Jeffreys 1925]. Due to the complexity of the mathematics involved, many 
simplifying assumptions have been made: 

• Water is of constant depth. 
• Water is incompressible. 
• Viscosity, turbulence, and surface tension have negligible effect. 
• Waves have constant wavelength and period. 
• Waves have constant form. 
• Wave height is small compared to water depth and wavelength. 
• No forcing of waves by wind. 

 
Given these assumptions, formulae have been developed to describe the initial 
formation of waves, and to describe the behaviour of these waves – Linear Wave 
Theory. This predicts sinusoidal motion and consequently assumes that water particles 
move in closed orbits (there is no net transport of water) and that crest and trough 
heights are equal (the wave is distributed evenly about the still water level). 
 
For periodic motion, a Fourier series can calculate water surface position as the sum 
of a number of sine waves: 

           N 

 z(t) = Σ  ai sin(ki - 2πfit + φi) 
           i=1 

where z(t) represents the surface elevation at time t, and ai, fi, and φi are the amplitude, 
frequency, and phase of the ith wave in the summation. ai

2 is related to the energy 
content of the wave. Although the number of frequencies measured is discrete, as N 
→ ∞ the amplitude spectrum can be transformed into a continuous spectrum and it is 
common to describe wave data in this manner. 
 
[Borgman 1977] describes a further extension to the Fourier model to cover wave 
components propagating in different directions: 

    N 

 z(x, y, t) = Σ  ai cos[ki (x cosθi + y sinθi) - 2πfit + φi] 
    i=1 

where θi is the angle between the x axis and direction of propagation of the wave and 
ki is the wave number = 2π/Li 
 
The limitations of Linear Wave Theory have been investigated and attempts to reduce 
one or more have been made, resulting in Finite Amplitude Wave Theories. These 
theories consider the influence of the wave itself on its own properties – phase speed, 
wavelength, water surface shape, and other properties are considered to be functions 
of the actual wave height. These theories can predict peaked crests, and flat troughs 
and a small net fluid transport, in accordance with trochoidal particle motion.  
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Gerstner Wave Theory (also called trochoidal wave theory since the elevation profile 
takes the form of a trochoidal curve) was developed for periodic waves of finite 
height. The solutions are exact and satisfy continuity as well as the pressure 
conditions at the water surface, and experimental studies have shown that the theory 
closely approximates the profiles of real waves on a horizontal bottom. Drawbacks 
include that mass transport is not predicted, the velocity field is rotational, and the 
particle movements are opposite to that expected in real waves (and found in other 
theories) [LeMehaute 1976].   
 
The two most commonly adopted theories are Stokes’ Wave Theory [Stokes 1847; 
Stokes 1880; Miche 1944] which is applicable to deep water, and Cnoidal Wave 
Theory [Korteweg and De Vries 1895; Keulegan and Patterson 1940; Wiegel 1960] 
which is applicable to shallow water. These theories require that waves be of a single 
period and length. 
 
Water is considered to be ‘deep’ if the water depth is more than ¼ of the wavelength. 
In water deeper than this, waves are not significantly affected by interaction with the 
bottom. 
 
The predictions of both Gerstner and Stokes wave theories agree equally well with 
measured wave profiles. This is explained by the fact that if the Gerstner wave 
equations are expanded into a series the first three terms are identical to those in the 
Stokes solution. This similarity in predictive ability and greater ease of use means that 
Gerstner wave theory is preferred in many engineering applications.  
 

2.3 Limiting Wave Parameters 
In a simple wave, the limiting wave has a sharp angle at the crest of 120° [Bascom 
1980]; each side slopes down at 30° to the horizontal. At the crest, the particles are 
moving forward at exactly the phase speed of the wave. If the wave is any steeper, the 
particle speed exceeds the wave speed and water particles spill down the front of the 
wave. For this wave, the downward acceleration of particles at the crest is –0.5G. 
 
However, it has been shown [Longuet-Higgins 1985] using Stokes Wave Theory that 
the minimum crest acceleration tends towards –0.39G and maximum trough 
acceleration is +0.30G. 
 
The highest wave has a steepness (height/wavelength ratio) of 1/7 (0.14) [Michell 
1893]. The phase velocity (speed) of this wave is 1.2 times that of a low-amplitude 
wave of the same wavelength. 
              __ 
[Hidy 1971] states that   c = √gh for waves with a steepness less than 0.05 
 
Where c = the wave’s speed, g = gravitational constant, h = wave height 
 
The minimum speed for gravity waves in water is 0.23 m/sec [Hidy 1971, p131].  
 
The theoretical minimum and maximum frequencies for wind-induced gravity waves 
are 0.03Hz and 13.6Hz [Massel 1996] 
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In standing waves, water particles only move vertically; there is no horizontal 
component. When the downward acceleration at the crest exceeds –1G, water leaves 
the top of the wave and it breaks. At the limiting height, the water surface angle is 
45°. Standing waves are not found in a real wind-formed sea. However, fast-moving 
storms can produce high wave energies moving in opposite directions. This produces 
waves similar to standing waves, but with short crest lengths, known as ‘pyramidal 
waves’. 

2.4 Measurement 
Historically, human visual observation and estimation has been the standard technique 
for recording wave information. However, this is subjective and consequently 
inaccurate and unreliable. People tend to remember extraordinary rather than ordinary 
waves. Another disadvantage is the need for a human presence; this has resulted in a 
rather patchy record of wave data. 
 
Many different automated wave measurement techniques have been described 
[Bascom 1980, Chapter 8; Young 1999, Chapter 9; Massel 1996, Chapter 9; Tucker 
1991, Chapter 3-4]. They may be divided into two categories: in situ and remote 
sensing. 

2.4.1 In Situ Instruments 
In situ instruments are instruments that are physically located on or in the sea. They 
may be further categorised as Fixed or Surface Following. 
 
2.4.1.1 Fixed Instruments  
These are physically connected to the seabed in some way and measure the motion of 
the waves as they pass by. Instruments may either pierce the surface and use the 
difference in properties between air and seawater to determine the location of the 
water surface, or they may measure the distance to the surface remotely. 

2.4.1.1.1 Surface piercing 
Early wave recorders were based on the tide gauge invented by Lord Kelvin in 1882. 
This consisted of a float constrained in a pipe mounted vertically in the sea, and open 
to it. The float is connected mechanically to a pencil, which draws the record on paper 
on a chart recorder moving at a constant speed (Figure 2-4). 
 
By varying the size of the opening, the system is ‘tuneable’ to record waves in a 
desired frequency range. By measuring the difference between a ‘low frequency’ 
instrument and a ‘high frequency’ instrument, it is possible to remove low frequency 
(tides, etc) information. 
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Figure 2-4: Simple Wave recording mechanisms [Bascom 1980, p166] 
Electrical variations of this consist of  
• Resistive Gauge: A pair of wires of known resistivity is mounted vertically in 

the water. As the water level rises and falls, it ‘shorts’ the resistive circuit. The 
voltage drop will therefore vary depending on the water level. The resistance 
varies depending on the salinity of the water. 

• Wave staff: A series of contacts mounted on a pole. As the water level rises, 
the contacts are closed by water. The contacts are connected to a series of 
resistors. 

• Capacitance: Water forms the dielectric in a capacitor consisting of two wires 
or plates mounted vertically in the water. As the water level rises, the 
capacitance changes. The capacitance is measured, and is proportional to 
water level. 

• Zwarts Pole: A pole is mounted vertically in the water. An electromagnetic 
wave transmitted down the pole reflects off the water surface, and the time for 
the signal to return is a direct measure of water surface elevation. 

 
All of these have the disadvantage that they are subject to fouling by marine 
organisms because they must be at the ocean surface where much biological activity 
occurs. 

2.4.1.1.2 Sub-surface 
• The weight of a column of seawater varies with depth of the column. A pressure 

transducer at the bottom of the sea, measuring this weight, can therefore measure 
the height of waves as they pass over. However, wave bottom pressure decreases 
rapidly with depth… at depths greater than λ/2 they are less than one tenth of the 
surface pressure. Therefore bottom-mounted sensors are useful in relatively 
shallow water only. In addition, they have poor HF performance, being useful 
only for frequencies below 1.2Hz. Movement of sand may cover the sensor, 
rendering it unreliable or even inoperative. 

• An echo-sounder (sonar) may be mounted on the sea floor and look upward to 
measure the distance to the sea surface. However, when the water aerates during a 
storm, it will produce inaccurate measurements. 
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• A horizontal current meter mounted below the surface may measure the orbital 
motion of water particles. However, measurement of wave direction is difficult. 

• In deeper water, a buoy may be anchored to the bottom so that it ‘floats’ a few 
metres below the surface. The transducer is mounted on this buoy. However, the 
effects of currents and tides may move the buoy laterally. 

• A submarine or subsurface buoy equipped with a motion-sensing system and an 
upward-looking echo sounder may be workable. 

 
2.4.1.2 Surface Following 

2.4.1.2.1 Buoys 
The standard technique is to measure the motion of a buoy on the water surface. The 
buoy may be a small sphere or platform. Spheres that float just below the surface 
follow the motion of water particles in a Lagrangian manner. A discus buoy will 
follow the water surface in an Eulerian manner. 
 
In shallow water, a buoy or boat may use an echo sounder to measure water depth. 
 
Typically, however, an accelerometer is mounted in the buoy in such a way that it 
remains vertical. By measuring the vertical acceleration, then integrating twice, the 
surface position can be calculated. Buoys do not follow the wave surface exactly – 
their response varies with wave frequency. It is necessary to compensate for the 
response of large buoys [Steele 1993; Tucker 1989; Gnanadesikan 1993]. 
 
Buoys may be tethered to the ocean floor to prevent them drifting away. In this case, 
the buoy’s response will also depend on the mooring constraints, current, tides, and 
wind speed. Alternatively, buoys may be allowed to drift. In this case, the buoy may 
tend to ride around wave crests rather than over them. 
 
Various brands and models of data buoys are in use. However, the market is 
dominated by the Waverider, manufactured by Datawell bv, The Netherlands.  
 

 
Figure 2-5: Datawell Waverider (Photo Meteo-France) 
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Figure 2-6: Waverider Internals 

[Tucker 1991] 

 
Figure 2-7: Waverider Mooring 

[Tucker 1991] 

 
This is a buoy of 0.7 or 0.9m diameter. It is tethered to a flexible rubber cord 15m in 
length. To ensure that the accelerometer remains vertical, the Waverider uses a fluid 
filled sphere mounted on gimbals. The accelerometer itself is mounted on a horizontal 
disk, suspended on wires inside the sphere. This arrangement gives a compound 
pendulum with a natural period of approximately 120 seconds, so that at the 0.04-
0.2Hz frequencies (5-25 second periods) typical of ocean waves the accelerometer 
remains approximately vertical. The accelerometer mounting mechanism is somewhat 
fragile, being easily damaged by mishandling or steep breaking waves. 
  
Despite having 900N of buoyancy, the Waverider underestimates the highest waves 
by being dragged through the crests or floating around them [Allender 1989]. 
[Longuet-Higgins 1986] concluded that it results in slight underestimation of water 
surface elevation. The buoy’s response varies with wavelength – for periods below 
1.8 secs (wavelength below 5m) it does not follow the wave’s surface. [Tucker 1991] 
concluded that the motion of the buoy reduces the magnitude of higher frequencies. 
The response is flat for wave periods of 5-10 secs, and there is some attenuation 
between 10-25 secs. The buoy samples the accelerometer at 0.3906 second intervals, 
meaning that the maximum frequency that can be sampled accurately is 1.2801Hz. 
Maximum wave height is 20m, and the maximum current for deployment is 1m/s. 
[Datawell Web] 
 
A hybrid approach combining surface-following and ‘fixed’ sensors may be applied. 
For example, a pressure sensor may be mounted below the water on a buoy or ship 
which is relative unresponsive to waves. This may be a large ship, or a buoy that 
supports a massive damping disk hanging below it [Bascom 1980, p172]. An example 
described in [Bascom 1980, p150] is FLIP (Floating Laboratory Instrument Platform), 
which has a heave period of 28 seconds. In a storm with seas up to eighty feet, the 
platform moved about six inches vertically. To compensate for movement of the 
platform, its own motions may be measured and combined with the sensor 
measurements to provide more accurate readings. 

2.4.1.2.2 Shipborne Recording 
These are somewhat inaccurate by modern standards, but have been widely used. 
They are a combination of a vertical accelerometer and a pressure sensor, mounted so 
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that even in the steepest waves they will remain below water level. The 
accelerometers measure the ship’s motion, and the water pressure is added to these 
measurements to calculate wave height. The vessel must be stationary while wave 
recording, or Doppler shifts cause problems with calculating wave frequency. The 
response of the vessel needs to be factored into the wave calculations. 
 
Using a small ship itself as a wave measurement device is considered in [Tucker 
1991, section 3.5.2]. He suggests using a triaxial accelerometer to measure the ship’s 
motion, from which vertical acceleration can be derived mathematically and used to 
calculate vertical displacement. He suggests that this might be successful up to about 
0.2Hz. 

2.4.2 Remote Sensing 
Satellites and aircraft have been used extensively to remotely sense wave information. 
Both have disadvantages over in situ methods in that they give low-resolution 
answers; i.e. they give an average reading over a large area (perhaps hundreds of 
square metres). In addition, a typical satellite orbits once per 100 minutes. Thus 
events of less than 100 minutes duration may not be recorded at all. A satellite may 
only overfly the same location once every 17 days. 
 
A radar altimeter is used to remotely sense wave height from a satellite. A radar pulse 
is beamed vertically downwards, and the shape of the return pulse gives wave height. 
This technique is relatively inaccurate (± 0.5m or 10%), and low resolution 
(approximately 10km diameter). This gives wave height only; no period or direction 
information can be derived. 
 

 
Figure 2-8: Satellite radar altimetry 

In a similar approach to the satellite radar altimeter, an aircraft equipped with a laser 
altimeter can collect wave information. Whilst there may be some low-frequency drift 
due to the aircraft’s movements, this can be removed during data analysis. 
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2.4.3 Directional Measurement 
Measurement of the directional spectrum of a wave field relies on measuring several 
properties of the waves in that field. Properties that have been used include 
• Elevation 
• Water velocity 
• Surface slope 
• Dynamic pressure 
 
Another approach to estimate direction is to employ multiple spatially distributed 
sensors. Numerous researchers [Barber 1963, Davis 1977, Howell 1993, Krylov 1966, 
Panicker 1970, Borgman 1977, Krogstad 1988, Nwogu 1989, Young 1994] have used 
spatial arrays made up of multiple surface piercing or bottom-mounted transducers to 
make directional measurements of waves. In general, a polygonal arrangement of at 
least 3 sensors is needed to measure waves in an omnidirectional spectrum. The 
number and arrangement of sensor elements defines the performance of the array. 
[Carvalho 2000] 
 
Combined pressure/water velocity gauges may also be used. These instruments are 
typically bottom-mounted (eg the Woods Hole directional current meter), and 
measure the water pressure to determine wave height and measure the velocities of 
water particles in two orthogonal directions [Simpson 1969, Kobune 1986]. 
 
In deep water, buoys are used to measure wave directional data. The buoy measures 
heave (vertical displacement) to determine wave height, and measures pitch and roll 
to determine the direction of the wave’s motion. Whilst there are several 
manufacturers, by far the most popular heave-pitch-roll buoy is the Datawell 
Directional Waverider. This buoy uses the same technique as the Waverider to 
measure vertical motion of the buoy. To determine wave direction, the Directional 
Waverider is equipped with a magnetic compass and two accelerometers, mounted 
horizontally and at right angles to each other. From these sensors, it is possible to 
determine the instantaneous pitch and roll of the buoy, and therefore the slopes of the 
wave surface in the X and Y directions. [Longuet-Higgins 1962, Ewing 1987, Tucker 
1989, Brisette 1994] 
   
Another in-situ approach, which has not had great success, was to use a cloverleaf 
buoy (Figure 2-9). A cloverleaf buoy consists of three buoys, connected together 
mechanically such that they can move independently of each other. The relative 
movement of the parts is then measured and can be used to determine the wave’s 
slope. Effectively a cloverleaf buoy produces the same data as a heave-pitch-roll 
buoy. [Mitsuyasu 1975] 
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Figure 2-9: Cloverleaf  buoy 

Various remote-sensing techniques have been used to determine the directional wave 
spectrum: 
• Stereophotogrammetry [Simpson 1969] 
• Marine Radar [Young 1985] 
• HF Radar [Tyler 1974, Trizna 1977,  Trizna 1980] 
• Side-looking airborne radar [McLeish 1980, Bascom, p175] 

This has been reported to allow measurement of wavelength (10-50m resolution) 
and wave direction (2°) 

• Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [Beal 1986, Rufenach 1991, Alpers 1981] 
SAR is computationally difficult, but resolution is about 20m, and a 100km wide 
swath is scanned. In addition, it is possible to derive information about the 2D 
spectrum from SAR data. 

Figure 2-10: Aircraft Synthetic Aperture Radar 
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2.5 Analysis 
Having gathered a time series of wave height and slope information, there are several 
ways to analyse the data [Massel 1996, p408]: 
• Fourier Expansion Method: This assumes a linear wave model (i.e. sinusoidal 

motion). Fourier series measurement can also be used to represent trochoidal 
waves, which are another example of periodic motion. 

• Maximum Likelihood Method: This is marginally better than the FEM 
• Maximum Entropy Method: Autoregressive/FEM based on a probability density 

distribution. A combined MLM/MEM approach gives better results than MLM 
• Bayesian Directional Method: This method is difficult to implement, but very 

accurate. It is preferred when at least 4 wave properties have been recorded. [Long 
1979] 
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3 This Project 
To measure the height and direction of a wave in deep water using a surface-
following buoy, it is necessary to determine the vertical displacement and the attitude 
of the buoy in three dimensions. To do this, the buoy must use either an internal 
inertial reference platform, or some external reference that is fixed and measurable. 
There are few suitable external references because, in the waves of the open ocean, 
there are few features that are motionless. For small boats and buoys, the normal to 
the local water surface is the direction of the ‘apparent vertical’. Therefore gravity 
cannot be accurately sensed to provide a ‘vertical’ reference. An apparent ‘horizon’ 
(when visible) may not be horizontal.  
 
Therefore, the central problem is how to determine the attitude of the buoy 

3.1 Attitude Determination 

3.1.1 Sun Sensors 
Sun sensors are relatively simple; they are used in virtually all spacecraft to provide 
an attitude reference. However they are not useful as a sole reference on a terrestrial 
device. The sun is not visible at night, and may often be obscured during daytime. At 
low elevations, it may be difficult to separate the sun’s image from its reflection off 
the sea surface.  

3.1.2 Gyroscopes 
Gyroscopes can be used to produce an inertial reference platform. Typically, they 
measure the rate of rotation about an axis. This rotation rate can then be integrated to 
derive the angle of rotation about each axis. If the gyroscope axes are aligned with the 
three cardinal axes, then this gives the attitude of the platform. 
 
There are four main types of gyroscope:  
3.1.2.1 Spinning Mass Gyroscope 
Classically, a gyroscope has a mass spinning at a constant rotational velocity mounted 
on gimbals (a freely movable axis). When the gyroscope is tilted, gyroscopic effect 
causes precession (a force orthogonal to the direction of tilt) on the gimbals (Figure 
3-2). This force is measured to determine the angle moved. Because mechanical 
constraints cause numerous error factors, the axis is fixed with springs and the spring 
tension is proportional to the precession speed. The spring tension is integrated to get 
the angle. An angular velocity (rate of turn) sensor, therefore, is known as a rate-
gyroscope.  
 
Spinning mass gyros are fragile, require regular maintenance, and have large energy 
requirements. 
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Figure 3-1: Artificial Horizon 

 
Figure 3-2: Mechanical Gyroscope 

    
3.1.2.2 Optical Gyroscope 
A laser beam is passed many times around a fixed path within an enclosure. If the 
enclosure rotates, the duration from the moment of laser emission to eventual 
reception will vary. In a Ring Laser Gyroscope, mirrors inside the enclosure form the 
laser beam path.  In a Fibre Optic Gyroscope, a coil of optical-fibre creates the path.  
  

Figure 3-3: Fibre-optic Gyroscope 
3.1.2.3 Vibratory Gyroscope 
A vibratory gyroscope is comprised of a proof mass mounted on a suspension that 
allows the proof mass to move in two orthogonal directions. Typically, vibratory 
gyroscopes are manufactured using micromachining techniques; they are engineered 
using the same techniques as used to manufacture computer chips.  
 

 
  

Figure 3-4: Micromachined vibratory gyroscope chip. 
Vibratory gyroscopes rely on the generation and detection of Coriolis acceleration. 
For Coriolis acceleration to be generated, the proof-mass must be in motion. To this 
end, the proof-mass is electrostatically forced to oscillate in one direction parallel to 
the chip surface. If the gyroscope chip is rotated about the axis perpendicular to the 
chip surface, then Coriolis acceleration causes the proof-mass to deflect at right 
angles. The amplitude of this oscillatory deflection is proportional to rotation rate; 
capacitive sensing is used to produce a voltage proportional to angular rotation rate. 
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These devices, whilst being cheap and robust, are prone to drift over a period of time. 
 
3.1.2.4 Gas Rate Gyroscope 
A gas rate gyroscope fires a gas jet onto heated wires.  When the housing is rotated, 
the gas that is in motion continues in a straight line, and therefore curves relative to 
the housing. This in turn causes a change in the temperature of the wires, and 
therefore their resistance.  Numerous factors including fluid mechanics uncertainties 
and convectional heat transfer prevent the practical usage of gas rate gyroscopes. 

3.1.3 GPS Attitude Measurement 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) uses a constellation of satellites whose 
positions in space are known very precisely. Each satellite transmits a coded timing 
signal; by measuring the time for the signal to travel from the satellite to the receiver, 
it is possible to calculate the distance between the satellite and receiver. This places 
the receiver on the surface of a sphere centred on the satellite. Simultaneously 
measuring distances from four satellites uniquely resolves the location of the receiver. 
 
GPS satellites transmit two timing signals; an encrypted military-only signal (P code), 
and an unencrypted signal called the Coarse Acquisition (C/A) code. The C/A code is 
transmitted encoded as CDMA – a pseudo-random bit stream, unique to each satellite. 
This signal is transmitted every millisecond. Receivers compare the received signal 
with the known codes, sliding the codes forward/backward in time until one matches 
with the received signal. The amount of slew needed to create a match is the delay due 
to the signal’s travel time, and used to calculate the receiver’s position. 
 
The C/A code bits are about one microsecond long. At the speed of light, this 
corresponds to a distance of 300 metres. Therefore it is very important to synchronise 
the receiver very accurately with the received signal. Receivers basing their location 
on the C/A code can calculate their locations to one or two metres at best. 
 
However, there are numerous errors in the time taken for the signal to travel through 
the atmosphere. These errors reduce the accuracy of the receiver to about 25 metres or 
so, depending on conditions. To remove these errors, Differential GPS (DGPS) is 
used. A base station at a fixed and accurately known location calculates the errors in 
the times received from each satellite and broadcasts these corrections to the mobile 
station. If the baseline (the distance between base station and rover) is reasonably 
short (a few kilometres), the rover can calculate its location to about 1 metre accuracy. 
 
Clearly, using these techniques will not allow the attitude of a buoy to be measured 
accurately. 
 
Survey-grade GPS instruments can measure locations to centimetre and even 
millimetre accuracy. They do this by using DGPS to get an approximate location, then 
using the phase of the carrier frequency (1.575GHz, with a wavelength of about 
20cm) to calculate a precise position. However, within the one metre accuracy derived 
from the C/A code there are possibly 5 or 6 carrier waves. Identifying exactly how 
many carrier waves there are between the satellite and the receiver is a problem 
known as “carrier phase ambiguity”. Resolving a position using this technique may 
take 3-5 minutes. [Hofmann-Wellenhof 1994] 
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Figure 3-5: GPS Attitude Determination 

By using ultra-short baselines (under 0.5 metres), there are a limited number of 
ambiguities, giving a high level of integrity. However, for ultra-short baseline attitude 
systems, phase errors translate into larger angular errors than they do in long baseline 
systems. For precision installation situations antenna phase errors can be as much as 1 
cm. In less ideal installations, the antenna phase errors can easily be as much as 2cm. 
Inertial reference is not required for calibration. [Hayward 1998] 

3.1.4 Magnetometers 
The Earth’s magnetic field has been used as a directional reference for many years. 
Although it doesn’t point due North, the declination (angle between Magnetic North 
and True North) is well known for all points on the Earth’s surface. 

Figure 3-6: Magnetic field declination (1992) [Tauxe Web] 
In general, the Earth’s magnetic field is not horizontal. Again, this inclination (the 
angle between the horizontal and the direction of the magnetic field) is well known 
for various points on the Earth’s surface. 
 
Although the Earth’s magnetic field direction changes over time, this change is so 
slow (of the order of less than 1% per year) that it can be considered to be constant for 
the purposes of this project. 
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Figure 3-7: Magnetic field inclination (1992) [Tauxe Web] 
The International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is an empirical model that can be used to 
calculate the Earth’s magnetic field at a particular location, for dates between 1945 
and 2005 [Barton 1997]. Therefore, the Earth’s magnetic field can be used as a 
reference vector against which the absolute attitude of the buoy can be measured. 
 
Sensor attitude can be determined by solving what is known as Wahba’s problem:  

Given two sets of n vectors {B1, B2, ... Bn} (magnetic field as measured by 
sensors) and {M1, M2, ... Mn} (magnetic field as estimated based on position 
estimate), find the rotation matrix C which brings the first set into best least-
squares coincidence with the second. 

Numerous solutions to Wahba’s problem have been devised. 
 
However, a simpler solution is possible when the attitude is constrained. Although the 
single vector of the magnetic field does not provide enough information to fully 
determine attitude in a fully free 3D environment, [Wang 1993] shows that pitch, roll, 
and azimuth (heading) can be determined for a discus buoy. This relies on the 
following assumptions: 

• the average pitch and roll angles are zero 
• pitch and roll angles are relatively small 
• yaw angle varies slowly 

 
If yaw angle varies slowly compared to pitch and roll angles, changes in the measured 
magnetic field vector may be divided into two parts: 

• BL is the low-frequency (below 0.03Hz) part, due to the buoy’s azimuth (yaw) 
motion 

• BH is the high-frequency part, due to the buoy’s tilting (pitch and roll) motion 
 
[Wang 1993] includes corrections for fixed and induced magnetic fields due to the 
hull of the buoy carrying the sensors. For simplicity, these corrections will be ignored. 
Then,  
 

sin(A) = -BLy / BEy 
cos(A) = BLx / BEy 
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and  
A = tan-1(sin(A)/cos(A)) 

 
Since the denominator of both terms is the same (BEy), it can be cancelled out and the 
azimuth angle calculated by 
 

A = tan-1(-BLy / BLx) 
 
sin(P) = BHx / BEz 
sin(R) = -BHy / BEz 

 
Where 
 A = azimuth angle 
 P = pitch angle 
 R = roll angle 
 BLx = low frequency part of measured magnetic field (buoy’s x axis) 
 BLy = low frequency part of measured magnetic field (buoy’s y axis) 
 BHx = high frequency part of measured magnetic field (buoy’s x axis) 
 BHy = high frequency part of measured magnetic field (buoy’s y axis) 
 BEy = Earth’s magnetic field intensity (Earth’s Y axis (North)) 
 BEz = Earth’s magnetic field intensity (Earth’s Z axis (Up)) 

3.2 Digital Filtering 
A filter can be thought of as a “black box” that transforms a set of inputs to a set of 
outputs. The transformation may involve smoothing, differentiating, integrating, or 
performing any other convolution of the set of inputs. 
 
An analog filter accepts an analog signal and produces an analog output. Both signals 
are analog functions: continuous in time, and able to take an infinite number of 
values. 
 
A digital filter is a filter that operates on digital signals (ordered sequences of 
numbers), such as sound, represented inside a computer. The data is discrete, both in 
time and in value. It is a computation that takes one sequence of numbers (the input 
signal) and produces a new sequence of numbers (the filtered output signal). A digital 
filter can do anything that an analog filter can do; that is, any analog filter can be 
simulated to an arbitrary degree of precision digitally.  
 
Thus, a digital filter is a formula for going from one digital signal to another, typically 
involving addition, multiplication, and delay operators. A digital filter may exist as a 
subroutine (software), may be implemented in hardware, or as a combination of both 
in a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip.  
 
There are two types of filters: a non-recursive filter (also known as a Finite Impulse 
Response filter) generates its output by weighting only the inputs by coefficients. A 
recursive filter (Infinite Impulse Response filter) uses the previous output values in 
calculating a new output value. A simple example of a recursive digital filter is given 
by 

yn = xn + yn-1 
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In other words, this filter determines the current output (yn) by adding the current 
input (xn) to the previous output (yn-1). 
 
Linearity means that the output due to a sum of input signals equals the sum of 
outputs due to each signal alone. Time-invariance means that the filter does not 
change over time. When a filter is both linear and time-invariant, then it is guaranteed 
to produce a sinusoid in response to a sinusoid, and at the same frequency. 

3.2.1 Filter Combinations 
Filters may be combined into larger systems. Any filter system can be thought of as 
combinations of parallel and/or serial digital filters. 
 
For parallel filters, the output is the sum of the outputs of the two parallel filters. For 
serial filters, the output is the convolution (multiplication) of the outputs of the two 
serial filters. 

3.2.2 Frequency response 
This is the most important characteristic of a filter. It is a pair of functions that 
describe 
a) Selective amplification or attenuation of input signals depending on frequency. 

The ratio of the peak output amplitude to the peak input amplitude is the filter 
gain at this frequency. The frequency response depends on the weighted sums of 
the coefficients. It is standard practice to describe the attenuation/amplification in 
decibels. 

b) Delay of the output relative to the input. This is known as phase shift, and 
described in terms of angles in radians. The phase shift will always be in the range 
–π to +π. 

 
Filters can be designed to amplify signals above or below a particular frequency 
(pass-band) and attenuate signals at other frequencies (stop-band). Filters that 
attenuate low frequencies are known as high-pass filters, and filters that attenuate high 
frequencies are known as low-pass filters. By combining a high-pass with a low-pass 
filter, it is possible to create a band-pass filter. The inverse of a band-pass filter is 
called a notch filter. 
 
The frequency at which the change from stop-band to pass-band occurs is known as 
the corner frequency. In reality, there is not an instantaneous change from pass-band 
to stop-band; instead there is a transition region where the attenuation changes. 
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Figure 3-8: Butterworth Filter Frequency Response Curves 

3.2.3 Integrating Filters  
Integration is the calculation of the area under a curve represented by a series of 
numbers. For example, given a series of velocity data, distance covered can be 
calculated. Several integrators are known; all operate well at low frequencies, but they 
have varying qualities at higher frequencies: 
  
Running sum yk = xk + yk-1 High gain at high frequency 
Trapezoid rule yk = xk/2 + xk-1/2 + yk-1 Low gain at high frequency 
Simpson’s rule yk = xk/3 + 4xk-1/3 + xk-2/3 + yk-2 

 
Best for mid-range frequencies 
Very bad for high frequencies 

3/8 rule yk = 3(xk-3 + 3xk-2 + 3xk-1 + xk)/8 
 

Similar to Simpson’s rule 
Better for data with higher-order 
curvature. 

3.2.4 Differentiating Filters  
A differentiator is the inverse of an integrator; it calculates the slope of a curve 
represented by a series of numbers. For example, given a series of distance data, the 
velocity at each point can be calculated. Both of these differentiators are close to ideal 
at low frequencies. 
 
a) Difference: 

yk = xk - xk-1 
b) Central difference: 

yk = (xk - xk-2)/2 
 Useful for attenuating high-frequency differentials 

3.2.5 Common Filters 
Three common digital filters are: 
3.2.5.1 Butterworth filter 
This is popular because there are no ripples in the passband or stopband – it is 
maximally flat. This means that all frequencies in the passband are equally amplified, 
and all frequencies in the stopband are equally attenuated. The tradeoff for this feature 
is a relatively wide transition region. 
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The Butterworth filter has two design parameters: the order of the filter, and the 
corner frequency. Higher-order filters generate flatter stopbands and passbands and 
shorter transition regions. See Figure 3-8 for examples). 
 
3.2.5.2 Chebyshev Filter 
The Chebyshev filter has a narrower transition region than the same-order 
Butterworth filter, but has ripples in either the stopband or passband. The Chebyshev 
filter minimises the height of the maximum ripple. Higher-order filters have more 
ripples and a shorter transition region. 
 

 
Butterworth 

 
Chebyshev 

Figure 3-9: Butterworth and Chebyshev Filter Frequency Response Curves 
3.2.5.3 Elliptic Filters 
An elliptic filter has the narrowest transition region because it allows ripples in both 
the passband and stopband. The designer specifies the width of transition region.  

3.2.6 Filter Design 
To perfectly match a desired analog filter’s characteristics, an infinite number of 
coefficients are necessary.  For practical purposes, some finite number of coefficients 
is chosen; this is the order of the filter. Higher order means more coefficients, and 
therefore more processing time, in return for a more precise filter. 
 
Filter design involves complex mathematics (real and imaginary numbers). These can 
be represented as (x, y) pairs, or as (magnitude, direction) pairs. The poles of a filter 
represent frequencies that are amplified, whilst zeroes represent frequencies that are 
attenuated. These correspond to digital filter coefficients. If a pole’s magnitude is 
greater than one, a filter will be unstable. 
 
One design technique is the “Impulse Invariant Technique”. In this scheme, a digital 
filter is designed so that its response to a unit impulse is the same as that of an analog 
filter. This will result in digital filter whose frequency response being an 
approximation of the analog filter’s frequency response. 
 
There are several Web sites which offer interactive Java applets to calculate 
coefficients for a filter with specified characteristics (order, filter type, pass- and stop-
bands). One such web site is http://www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/~fisher/mkfilter/ 
 
For more detail on digital filter theory, see [Rabiner 1975]. 

http://www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/%7Efisher/mkfilter/
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3.3 Sampling Rate 
Nyquist’s Sampling Theorem states that, when sampling a signal at discrete intervals 
(eg converting from an analog signal to digital), the sampling frequency must be 
greater than twice the highest frequency of the input signal in order to be able to 
reconstruct the original perfectly from the sampled version. 
 
Since the frequency range of interest lies between are 0.03Hz and 13.6Hz (see section 
2.3: Limiting Wave Parameters), sampling rates need to be greater than 27.2Hz – a 
sampling interval of 36 milliseconds or smaller. 
 
Higher sampling rates will allow more accurate filtering of data. 
 
If the end user of the data is only interested in waves of lower frequency, then lower 
sampling rates can be used. For example, if the end user of the data is only interested 
in swells (waves with a frequency less than 0.1Hz), then a sampling rate as low as 
0.2Hz (5sec sampling interval) could be used. 
 
Note that the industry standard Waverider’s sampling rate is 2.56Hz. 
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4 Hardware Implementation 
It was decided to implement a solution based on magnetometers and accelerometers. 
These would be interfaced to a microcontroller that would merge the data streams 
from the sensors to calculate attitude and motion. 
 
Two buoys, one 0.5m and one 1.0m in diameter, were constructed from polystyrene 
backed with aluminium, to provide buoyancy, rigidity, and strength. Fins were 
mounted on the aluminium bottom, to maximise drag so the buoy would move very 
little relative to the water.  
 
Because of the corrosive nature of seawater, the entire instrumentation package, 
including battery, microcontroller, and sensors, was mounted in a sealed box on the 
top of the buoy. This simplified construction and improved protection for the 
vulnerable instruments, since no wires needed to pass through the waterproof 
container. The instruments were positioned so that the accelerometers were as close as 
possible to the centre of mass of the buoy. 
 

   

Figure 4-1: 0.5m buoy top & underside 
A set of 3 accelerometers was mounted mutually at right angles to measure the 
components of the acceleration vector in each of the buoy’s axes. Since the buoy 
follows the motion of the wave surface, the accelerometer readings give the 
acceleration of the water particles. 
 
Similarly, a set of 3 magnetometers was mounted mutually at right angles to measure 
the components of the magnetic field vector in each of the buoy’s axes. Since the 
direction of the field vector is constant, any change in readings relates to a 
corresponding change in attitude of magnetometers, and therefore of the buoy and 
accelerometers. 

4.1 Magnetometers 

4.1.1 Description 
The magnetometers selected were FGM-1 and FGM-2 models manufactured by 
Speake & Co. [Speake Web] 
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The FGM-series of devices are high sensitivity magnetic field sensors operating in the 
range of the Earth’s magnetic field (±50 microtesla = ±0.5 oersted). The FGM-2 is a 
single package containing two FGM-1 sensors at right angles to one another.  
 
These sensors are simple, essentially three-terminal devices, operating from a single 
+5 volt supply, the connections being ground, +5V and output. The output is a robust 
5 volt rectangular pulse whose period is directly proportional to the field strength, 
making it very easy to interface to a microprocessor. 
 

 

 
Figure 4-2: FGM-1 and FGM-2 layout 

Unlike Hall Effect field sensors which are sensitive to temperature, the FGM-series 
sensors have a very low temperature coefficient. 

4.1.2 Microcontroller Interface 
The FGM-1 and –2 series magnetometers output frequency-modulated (FM) signals 
in the range 50 – 100 kHz (periods ranging from 10µs to 20µs). Since the lowest 
effective Nyquist sampling rate is ~50 kHz, appropriate filtering can provide an AC 
field bandwidth from DC to ~25kHz.  
 
If this signal was fed directly into a microcontroller, it would generate one interrupt 
for each cycle. This would be an overpowering load for all but the most powerful 
microcontrollers. Given that the rate of attitude change on an ocean wave is relatively 
slow, this responsiveness is not required. Therefore each of the signals from the 
magnetometers is divided by 2048. As well as reducing interrupt frequency to a 
manageable level, this also effectively averages the signal from the magnetometer 
over a longer period of time, reducing quantisation noise and the effect of transients. 
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4.1.3 Calibration algorithm 
The FGM-series sensor has an output in the form of a large rectangular pulse whose 
period is approximately proportional to the external magnetic field along its principal 
axis.  
 
The FGM sensors are generally stable enough for orientation purposes without 
continuous recalibration if supplied from a stable voltage source. Calibration is 
required: 
• To overcome the effects of drift from any potential source (for example, in the 

power supply voltage). 
• To correct for variations in the Earth’s magnetic field. Strength varies from place 

to place on the Earth’s surface. 
• Because no two sensors are alike. 
 
Continuous autocalibration is possible when three orthogonal sensors are used to 
determine the alignment of the earth's field with respect to their axes. The calibration 
can be carried out at whatever intervals are considered appropriate to maintain a 
suitable compromise of stability and speed of data acquisition. 
 
4.1.3.1 Linearisation 
The calibration technique presented below depends on a linear relationship between 
field strength and sensor output period. However, the sensor’s output period is not 
linear relative to the observed field. The manufacturers recommend adding a constant 
frequency of 18 kHz to the incoming frequency, so that over the range of the Earth’s 
field (-0.5 to +0.5 oersted) the slope is close to linear. Figure 4-3 shows a plot of T’ = 
T/(1+cT), c=18 kHz vs Field for a typical sensor. 
 

  

Figure 4-3: Raw and Linearised Periods v Magnetic Field 
A further improvement in linearity can be obtained by making use of the built-in 
overwound coil intended for feedback systems. For perfect linearisation, the response 
of the sensor to known magnetic fields could be measured, and used to correct the 
reading obtained from the sensor. 
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4.1.3.2 Calibration 
Since the output cannot have a negative period, there must be a zero-field period in 
the form of a zero-offset large enough to accommodate negative values of magnetic 
field. 
 
Therefore there are two unknown parameters associated with each sensor 
• the slope of the relationship between period and magnetic field (sensitivity) 
• the period corresponding to zero magnetic field (zero-offset) 
 
Both these parameters need to be taken into account, when using sensor combinations 
to determine orientation information using the Earth's field. 
 
The other requirement for this type of calibration is that several separate readings are 
taken. This is easily accomplished if the sensor platform is in continuous or 
intermittent motion. If this is the case it is possible to continuously determine and 
update the values of the three sensitivities and the three zero-offsets, using the 
readings taken in normal operation. 
 
The fundamental principle behind the method is the fact that the Earth's field can be 
regarded as fixed in both magnitude and orientation and the sum of the squares of the 
orthogonal field components will therefore remain constant regardless of the 
orientation of the platform. If the field components are hx, hy and hz then the field 
strength h can be calculated by: 
 
  hx

2 + hy
2 + hz

2  = h2       (1) 
 
Any variation of the measured values from this relationship indicates one or more 
incorrect zero-offset and/or sensitivity values. Indeed, the variation of the measured 
readings from this relationship can be used to calculate the required corrections. 
 
It should be noted that any errors observed in the calibration are due to uncorrected 
nonlinearity in the sensor’s outputs and the limited precision used in the calculation of 
the calibration. The algorithm itself is precise when fed with precise input values. 

 
4.1.3.3 Three dimensional calibration method 
For an earth field vector, h, having orthogonal components hx, hy and hz in the planes 
of the sensor axes, assume the sensors give output periods of tx, ty, and tz. 
 
If the sensors have differing sensitivities, sx, sy and sz and differing zero-offset 
periods, tx0, ty0, and tz0, such that: 
 
  tx = sx.hx + tx0         (2) 
  ty = sy.hy + ty0         (3) 
  tz = sz.hz + tz0         (4) 
 
The above equations can be rewritten as: 
 
  (tx - tx0)  / sx = hx       (5) 
  (ty – ty0) / sy = hy       (6) 
  (tz – tz0) / sz = hz       (7) 
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Substituting these into equation (1) we obtain: 
 
  (tx - tx0)2/ sx

2 + (ty – ty0)2/ sy
2 + (tz – tz0)2/ sz

2 = h2   (8) 
 
If the field magnitude is defined to be in the range 0 – 1 of some arbitrary units, this 
effectively converts the field components into their direction cosines, independent of 
the field magnitude. All components must also be in the range 0 – 1. Note that the h2 

term (a constant) disappears from the equation as a result of this operation; the 
absolute magnitude of the field is not needed to determine orientation. 
 
  (tx - tx0)2/ sx

2 + (ty – ty0)2/ sy
2 + (tz – tz0)2/ sz

2 = 1   (9) 
 
Multiplying equation (9) through by sx2 will yield: 
 
  (tx - tx0)2 + (ty – ty0)2 sx

2/ sy
2 + (tz – tz0)2 sx

2/ sz
2 = sx

2            (10) 
 
Now, substituting Q = sx2 / sy2 and R = sx2 / sz2 yields: 
 
  (tx - tx0)2 + Q(ty – ty0)2 + R(tz – tz0)2 = sx

2             (11) 
 
This is the equation, in tx, ty and tz of an ellipsoid with centre located at (tx0, ty0, tz0), 
having principal axes sx, sy and sz. 
 
All measured triples of sensor readings, tx, ty and tz, must lie on this ellipsoid and 
hence, given sufficient resolution, any six different points are sufficient to define the 
ellipsoid completely. 
 
It is therefore possible to deduce the centre, (tx0, ty0, tz0) and the principal axes, sx, sy 
and sz from any six different triples of sensor readings.  
 
If the six points are denoted by (txi, tyi, tzi), i = 1,2,3,4,5,6  then six equations of type 
(11) above are available, having the typical form: 
 
 (txi - tx0) 2 + Q(tyi – ty0) 2 + R(tzi – tz0) 2 = sx

2    (12) 
 
Subtracting these from one another successively will yield five equations of the 
typical form: 
 
((txi - tx0)2 - (txi+1 - tx0)2) + Q((tyi – ty0)2 - (tyi+1 – ty0)2) + R((tzi – tz0) 2 - (tzi+1 – tz0)2) = 0
          (13) 
 
Expanding, we get: 
 
(txi

2 -2txitx0+ tx0
2) - (txi+1

2 -2txi+1tx0 + tx0
2) + Q((tyi

2 -2tyity0 + ty0
2) - (tyi+1

2 -2tyi+1ty0+ ty0
2))  

       + R((tzi
2 -2tzitz0 + tz0

2) - (tzi+1
2 -2tzi+1tx0+ tz0

2)) = 0    
          (14) 
 
Collecting like terms: 
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(txi
2 -txi+1

2 -2txitx0 + 2txi+1tx0 + tx0
2 - tx0

2) + Q(tyi
2 –tyi+1

2 -2tyity0 + 2tyi+1ty0 + ty0
2 – ty0

2)  
+ R(tzi

2 –tzi+1
2 -2tzitz0 + 2tzi+1tz0 + tz0

2 – tz0
2) = 0     

          (15) 
 
(txi

2 – txi+1
2) - 2tx0(txi – txi+1)  + Q((tyi

2 – tyi+1
2) - 2ty0(tyi – tyi+1))  

+ R((tzi
2 – tzi+1

2) - 2tz0(tzi – tzi+1)) = 0  
(16) 

 
Substituting 
  ai = 2(txi – txi+1) 
  bi = 2(tyi – tyi+1) 
  ci = 2(tzi – tzi+1) 
  di = - (tyi

2– tyi+1
2) 

  ei = - (tzi
2– tzi+1

2) 
  fi =  (txi

2– txi+1
2) 

 
into equation (16) will yield five equations of the form: 
 

fi - aitx0 + Q(-di - bity0) + R(-ei - citz0) = 0   i = 1,2,3,4,5 
  (17) 

 
Rearranging: 
  fi - aitx0 - diQ - bi(Qty0) - eiR - ci(Rtz0) = 0 
 
  aitx0 + bi(Qty0) + ci(Rtz0) + diQ + eiR = fi   i = 1,2,3,4,5 
          (18) 
 
These five equations are linear in tx0, (Qty0), (Rtz0), Q, and R and are therefore 
soluble for these values, using the Gaussian elimination method of solving 
simultaneous linear equations. 
 
If the set of data points being used for the calibration are not sufficiently different 
from each other, then two or more of these equations will also be very similar. If they 
are too similar (where “too similar” depends on the resolution and accuracy of the 
data reading), this set of equations will be ill-conditioned, and Gaussian elimination 
will fail to provide a solution, or will provide an incorrect solution. In any case, there 
will be errors inherent in the calibration. To minimise these, the outputs from the 
calibration routine are passed through low-pass filters. Selection of data points for 
calibrating is covered in more detail in section 4.1.3.3.1 below. 
 
This will immediately provide the values of tx0, Q, and R. By dividing (Qty0) and 
(Rtz0) by Q and R respectively, the values of ty0 and tz0 can also be easily determined. 
 
Finally, applying the last of the type (12) equations, viz. 
 
  (tx6 - tx0) 2 + Q(ty6 – ty0) 2 + R(tz6 – tz0) 2 = sx

2   (19) 
 
can be solved for sx and hence sy and sz calculated by dividing sx2 by Q and R. 
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This gives the required sensitivities and zero offsets of the individual sensors, which 
can now be used to correct the incoming readings to give valid direction cosines for 
the orientation calculations, as follows: 
 
By inserting the calculated the sensitivity and offset values into equations (5)-(7) 
along with the values of a triple of readings, (tx, ty, tz) : 
 
  hx = (tx – tx0) / sx  
  hy = (ty – ty0) / sy  
  hz = (tz – tz0) / sz  
 
the corrected values of the magnetic field components can be calculated. 
 

4.1.3.3.1 Calibration Point Selection 
Although, mathematically, any six points will provide a solution, the precision of 
calculation with measurements of finite accuracy will be adversely affected if the 
points are very close together. This is not usually a problem with orientation systems 
that are in constant motion and the algorithm is designed to wait until it has collected 
sufficiently different inputs before proceeding to calculate. 
 
However, if there is little motion about one axis (eg, when all waves are coming from 
the same direction) then the attitude of the buoy will follow an arc. In this case, the 
data points in will not be well-distributed in the hemisphere of possible attitudes.  
 
Furthermore, if the 6 data points to be used for calibration are close together in time, it 
is likely that they will also be similar in attitude. Therefore the points selected should 
be reasonably well distributed in time. 
 
The calibration point selection algorithm compares the raw readings received with 
fixed readings for 6 predetermined attitudes; perfectly upright, and 5 points 
corresponding to a 90° tilt to points spread equally around the horizon (ie, at 72° 
intervals). Points nearest to these ‘target’ attitudes are chosen... if a new data point is 
closer to a target point than any previously selected point, then it replaces one of the 
selected points, and an attempt is made to calculate calibration settings. When a 
successful calibration occurs, the 6 points used are discarded and the process begins 
again. 
 
To avoid an expensive floating point calculation that is likely to fail, the 6 points must 
be a reasonable distance apart before the calculation will start. 
 
To avoid a single erroneous reading from remaining in the calibration points set, each 
point is ‘aged out’... if it has been a long time and no successful calibration has 
occurred, the oldest point in the set is discarded and the process resumes with the next 
data point. 
 
Similarly, to attempt calibrations when the sea state is relatively calm, or waves are 
very mono-directional, as time goes by the ‘reasonable distance apart’ required for a 
calibration attempt is reduced. Conversely, a failed calibration attempt will increase 
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this parameter so that excessive CPU time is not wasted making calibration attempts 
which are unlikely to succeed. 
 
If more than six points are collected, the system is over-determined and calibration of 
the magnetometers becomes a minimisation problem, searching for values for the 
centre and axes of the ellipsoid that minimise the errors in the calculation. 

4.2 Accelerometers 

4.2.1 General Description 
The ADXL202E is a low-cost, low-power, complete 2-axis accelerometer with digital 
outputs on a single monolithic IC. It will measure positive and negative accelerations 
with a full-scale range of ±2 G. Signals below 2mG can be resolved. The ADXL202E 
can measure both dynamic acceleration (eg vibration) and static acceleration (eg 
gravity). It outputs both analog voltages and digital signals whose duty cycles (ratio of 
pulse width to period) are proportional to acceleration. The duty cycle outputs can be 
directly measured by a microcontroller counter.  
 

 

 

Figure 4-4: ADXL202E accelerometer block diagram and pinout 
The bandwidth of the accelerometer is set with capacitors CX and CY at the XFILT and 
YFILT pins. 
 
The output of the accelerometer is a digital signal whose duty cycle varies with 
acceleration. The period of the signal (T2) is approximately constant, being set via a 
resistor (RSET) to a time between 0.5 ms and 10 ms). The width of the ‘on’ part of the 
cycle (T1) varies with acceleration. Thus the duty cycle (the Ratio of “on” time (T1) 
to the total cycle time (T2) ie T1/T2) varies with acceleration. [Analog Web]. 
 

 
Figure 4-5: Typical Accelerometer Output Duty Cycle 
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4.2.2 Theory of Operation 
The ADXL202E contains a polysilicon surface micromachined sensor (MEMS) 
structure built on top of a silicon wafer. Polysilicon springs suspend the structure over 
the surface of the wafer and provide a resistance against acceleration forces. 
Deflection of the structure is measured using a differential capacitor that consists of 
independent fixed plates and central plates attached to the moving mass. The fixed 
plates are driven by 180° out-of-phase square waves. An acceleration will deflect the 
beam and unbalance the differential capacitor, resulting in an output square wave 
whose amplitude is proportional to acceleration. Phase sensitive demodulation 
techniques are then used to rectify the signal and determine the direction of the 
acceleration. 
 
The output of the demodulator drives a duty cycle modulator (DCM) stage through a 
32 kΩ resistor. At this point a pin is available on each channel to allow the user to set 
the signal bandwidth of the device by adding a capacitor. This filtering improves 
measurement resolution and helps prevent aliasing.  
 
After being low-pass filtered, the analog signal is converted to a duty cycle modulated 
signal by the DCM stage. A 0G acceleration produces a nominally 50% duty cycle. 
The acceleration signal can be determined by measuring the length of T1 and T2. 

4.2.3 Microcontroller Interface 
The ADXL202E is specifically designed to work with low-cost microcontrollers. This 
section will outline a general design procedure and discuss the various trade-offs that 
need to be considered. 
 
4.2.3.1 Filters: The Noise/Bandwidth Trade-Off 
The accelerometer bandwidth selected determines the measurement resolution 
(smallest detectable acceleration). Filtering is used to lower the noise floor and 
improve the resolution of the accelerometer. Resolution is dependent on both the 
analog filter bandwidth at XFILT and YFILT and on the speed of the microcontroller 
counter. 
 
The analog output of the ADXL202E has a typical bandwidth of 5 kHz, while the 
duty cycle modulators’ bandwidth is 500 Hz. A filter at this point limits. To minimise 
DCM errors the analog bandwidth should be less than 1/10 the DCM frequency. A 
table in the ADXL202E datasheet lists values of the XFILT and YFILT capacitors and the 
corresponding bandwidth; values of 0.1µF were used, giving a bandwidth of 50Hz. 
 
4.2.3.2 Counter Frequency and Resolution 
The second determinant of accelerometer resolution relates to the measurement 
resolution of the counter when decoding the duty cycle output. 
 
The ADXL202E’s duty cycle converter has a resolution of approximately 14 bits; 
better resolution than the accelerometer itself. The actual resolution of the 
acceleration signal is, however, limited by the time resolution of the counting devices 
used to decode the duty cycle. The faster the counter clock, the higher the resolution 
of the duty cycle and the shorter the T2 period can be for a given resolution. The 
accelerometer’s noise floor sets the lower limit on the resolution. 
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In this application, the T2 period has been set to the maximum value of 10ms. The 
counter clock used is set to 500 kHz giving 5000 counts per T2 cycle, and 
consequently an average 625 counts/G and a resolution of 1.6mG. 
 
4.2.3.3 Power Saving 
It is possible to reduce the ADXL202E’s average current from 0.6mA to less than 
20µA by using the following techniques: 
1. Power Cycle the accelerometer. 

Depending on the value of the filter capacitors, the ADXL202E is capable of 
turning on and giving a good reading in 1.6ms. 

 
2. Power Cycling When Using the Digital Output 

An alternative is to run the microcontroller at a higher clock rate and shut it 
down between readings. Tthe ADXL202E should be set at its fastest sample 
rate (T2 = 0.5 ms), with a 500 Hz filter, acquiring a reading as quickly as 
possible and then shut down the ADXL202E and the microcontroller until the 
next sample is needed. 

 
In either of the above approaches, the ADXL202E can be turned on and off directly 
using a digital port pin on the microcontroller to power the accelerometer without 
additional components. 

4.2.4 Calibrating the ADXL202E 
The initial value of the offset and scale factor for the ADXL202E will require 
calibration. These calibrations take place in the software of the microcontroller used 
to decode the duty cycle signal. Calibration factors can be stored in non-volatile 
memory. 
 
The force of gravity is the most stable, accurate and convenient acceleration reference 
available. To calibrate, the accelerometer’s measurement axis is pointed directly at the 
earth. The 1G reading is saved and the sensor is turned 180° to measure –1G. The 
sensitivity can be determined by the two measurements. 
 
Using the two readings: 
Let A = Accelerometer output with axis oriented to +1G 
Let B = Accelerometer output with axis oriented to –1G 
 Then: 

Sensitivity = (A – B)/2G 
Zero-G Offset = (A + B)/2 G 

 
For example, if the +1G reading (A) is 55% duty cycle and the –1G reading (B) is 
32% duty cycle, then: 
Sensitivity = (55% – 32%)/2G = 11.5%/G 
Zero-G Offset = (55% + 32%)/2G = 43.5% 
 
This calibration technique is not particularly useful on a buoy; because the buoy is in 
an accelerating environment, a reading due the force of gravity alone cannot be made. 
However, over a long time, the average attitude of the buoy will be vertical, with no 
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horizontal acceleration. Therefore, by applying low-pass filters to the accelerometer 
readings, these readings can at least be determined. 

4.3 Microcontroller 
Desirable features: 
• three timer/counters suitable for reading FM inputs (magnetometers) 
• three timer/counters suitable for reading DCM inputs (accelerometers) 
• low power usage 
• fast processor 
• non-volatile memory for data storage 
• development environment including 

• efficient high-level language 
• debugging and diagnostic software 
• hardware interfacing 

• serial I/O interface 
• Flash memory for program storage 
 
Given the accelerometers and magnetometers both provide variations of pulse-width 
modulated output signals, there is no requirement for the microcontroller to be able to 
process analog signals. 

4.3.1 Mitsubishi M16C/62 Features 
The M16C/62 single-chip microcontroller is a CMOS processor packaged in a 100-
pin plastic moulded QFP. It has a sophisticated instruction set, with many instructions 
executing in a single cycle. It features a built-in multiplier, making it ideal for high-
speed processing applications. With 1MB of address space, there is plenty of room for 
large programs or data storage. 
 
The Mitsubishi M16C/62 microcontroller has all of the desirable features listed above 
available on a single IC: 
• six timer/counters suitable for reading frequency or duty cycle modulated inputs  
• 175mW typical power usage,  with low-power modes also available 
• 16MHz processor (62.5ns cycle time) 
• 256KB of flash memory which can be used for program or data storage 
• up to 4 serial I/O interfaces 
• development environment including 

• efficient C compiler and assembler 
• remote debugger and monitor 

• a development platform is available which brings all the CPU pins to a 96-pin 
connector 
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Figure 4-6: M16C/62 block diagram 

4.3.2 Timers 
The M16C has eleven 16-bit timers. The timers are classified into two types: 
• Output timers, known as timers A0 – A4. These include an output pin which is 

automatically controlled by the timer when it overflows. 
• Input timers, known as timers B0 – B5 
 
The count source of each timer may be programmed individually, and selected from 
• f1 (the CPU’s clock (16MHz)) 
• f8 (the CPU clock divided by 8 (2MHz)) 
• f32 (CPU clock divided by 32 (500kHz)) 
• fC32 (CPU secondary clock divided by 32). 
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Figure 4-7: Timer B block diagram 

Each TimerB can be individually programmed to measure the pulse period or pulse 
width of an external signal. It does this by counting pulses from an internal source, 
and transferring the count to the “Reload” buffer register on external rising or falling 
edges. At this point, the count register is also reset to zero, and an interrupt generated. 
 
With a 5V supply, the high and low parts of a cycle must both be at least 200ns long. 
 
For period measurement, either rising or falling edges may be used to trigger the 
transfer (Figure 4-8). 
 

 
Figure 4-8: Period measurement with Timer B 
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For pulse width measurement, both rising and falling edges trigger transfers (Figure 
4-9). An interrupt service routine must distinguish between a rising or falling edge by 
checking the state of the external input. To measure pulses of long duration, a counter 
overflow may cause an interrupt and the overflows counted in software. 
 

 
Figure 4-9: Pulse width measurement with Timer B 

4.3.3 Interrupt Latency 
“Interrupt Latency” is the time from an interrupt request until it is responded to. This 
time comprises  
• Time to complete the current instruction 
• Time required to execute the interrupt initiation sequence 
• Time required to process the interrupt 
 
For a 16MHz clock, the worst case is 3.125 microseconds: (30 clock cycles (1.875 
microseconds) for the DIVX instruction plus 20 clock cycles (1.25 microseconds)), 
plus the time to save registers and input data from a port. 
 
This may be exacerbated by multiple interrupts occurring simultaneously. The M16C 
has an interrupt resolution circuit to select the interrupt with the highest priority level 
for execution. In this case, a low priority interrupt may be delayed for a considerable 
period, depending on the total execution time of higher priority interrupt service 
routines. An interrupt request that is not accepted because of low priority will be held. 
If the held interrupt is of sufficient priority then it will be accepted when the Return 
from Interrupt (REIT) instruction is executed. Enabling interrupts within an interrupt 
routine allows higher priority interrupt requests to be accepted. 
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4.3.4 Power control 
The M16C has three available power control modes: 
(a) Normal operation mode: Current requirements (5V supply, 16MHz): 35mA 
typically, 50mA max 
(b) Wait mode: The CPU is stopped. The oscillators do not stop. 
 
(c) Stop mode: All oscillators stop. The CPU and all built-in peripheral functions 
stop. Current requirements: 1uA 

4.3.5 Flash memory 
The M16C contains “Divided NOR” flash memory that can be rewritten with 5V. The 
flash memory can be manipulated via parallel or serial I/O under the control of an 
external programmer, or it can be controlled by the CPU. 
 
The flash memory is divided into several blocks as shown below; each block can be 
erased independently. There is an additional separate boot-ROM area which is used to 
store a serial I/O mode control program. This boot ROM area can only be rewritten in 
parallel I/O mode. 

 
Figure 4-10: M16C Flash memory map 
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4.3.6 Development System 
Mitsubishi manufactures a development system for the M16C/62 known as the 
“Starter Kit 2” (SK2).  

 
Figure 4-11: Mitsubishi M16C SK2 development board 

This includes the following components: 
• Starter Kit board with M16C/62 with 256KB Flash meory & 20KB RAM, two 7-

segment LEDs, 16MHz main clock & 32KHz subclock, reset IC, switches, 5V 
regulator, RS232 driver chip, 96-pin DIN connector for application board 
interface 

• C Compiler 
• Tool Manager (Integrated Development Environment) 
• Debugger via PC serial port 
• Flash ROM programming software 
• Sample C programs 
• Serial cable 

 
The SK2 has drawbacks for embedded system development: 
• the 96-way DIN connector is expensive and somewhat inappropriate for 

prototyping systems 
• the onboard RS-232 driver is used for interfacing to the debugger (which runs on a 

PC) and consequently is not available for program use during debugging 
 
Therefore a “breakout board” was developed which allows easy access to the M16C’s 
ports, and which also includes an EIA RS-232 port for serial communications (see 
section 4.4.3) 

4.4 Mounting and interfacing 

4.4.1 Magnetometers 
The magnetometers were mounted inside a plastic medicine bottle. A wooden dowel 
sized to fit the bottle was drilled longitudinally, and this holds the FGM-1 (single) 
magnetometer precisely at right angles to the FGM-2 (dual-package) magnetometers. 
Also included in the bottle are capacitors for power-supply decoupling, and resistors, 
etc required by the magnetometers. Connection to the magnetometer package is via a 
1.5m long, 5-way cable that carries +5V, ground, and the 3 signal outputs from the 
magnetometers. 
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Figure 4-12: Magnetometer and accelerometer packages 

4.4.2 Accelerometers 
The two ADXL202E packages are mounted on individual printed circuit boards. 
These boards are mounted at right angles on a plastic block. Of the 4 available 
accelerometers in the two packages, two are aligned in the same direction (vertically) 
– one of these is unused. The self-test pin on the accelerometer chips is unused. Also 
included on the accelerometer boards are capacitors for power-supply decoupling, and 
resistors, etc required by the accelerometer. Connection to the accelerometer package 
is via a 1.5m long, 5-way cable that carries +5V, ground, and the 3 signal outputs 
from the accelerometers. 

Figure 4-13: Accelerometer board schematic 

4.4.3 M16C Interface 
A general-purpose breakout board for the SK2 was designed and constructed. For 
each of the 8-bit I/O ports plus VCC and GND, a 10-pin connector is provided. Also 
included on the breakout board was an EIA-232 driver chip connected to the M16C’s 
UART0, and indicator LEDs for transmit and receive. Schematics, etc of this board 
are available in Appendix 3: Hardware. 
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A specialised interface board (Figure 4-14) was built to interface the accelerometers 
and magnetometers to the general purpose breakout board. The power supply for the 
magnetometers and accelerometers is provided via this interface board. 
 
Also on this board are three 4020 14-bit binary ripple counter ICs to divide the 50-100 
KHz magnetometer output signals by 2048 to 24-48Hz (20-40ms period), which are 
fed to the TimerB0, TimerB1, and TimerB2 inputs on the microcontroller. 
 
The outputs from the accelerometers are fed directly to the TimerB3, TimerB4, and 
TimerB5 inputs on the M16C. 
 

Figure 4-14: Magnetometer interface board schematic 
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5 Software Implementation 
 
The general strategy used in developing the wave analysis software was to develop 
across two platforms; the embedded M16C system described in section 4.3.1 above, 
and a standard desktop PC environment. As software was developed on the PC 
environment, it was migrated to the embedded environment. The application was 
developed in several phases: 

1. M16C as a data input device.  
2. M16C as a simple data logger 
3. Once algorithms had been tested in phase 2, they were coded in C and run 

on the PC against the data logged in phase 2 to compare C results with the 
spreadsheet results. Once tested in the PC environment, it was transferred 
to the embedded environment. This was relatively straightforward, with 
both systems having ANSI C compilers available. 

5.1 Data Input Device 
In this development mode, the M16C was used as a simple data input device. The 
M16C was connected directly to the PC using a serial cable. Data was read from the 
input devices, and the raw readings output to the PC. This mode was used in the 
laboratory for testing and calibrating the sensors. Software could also be developed in 
the relatively user-friendly PC development environment to analyse and display the 
data being read by the M16C. 
 
Data comes from two sources, a set of 3 magnetometers, and a set of 3 
accelerometers. The magnetometers vary the period of a square wave depending on 
the magnetic field they detect, and the accelerometers vary the mark/space ratio of a 
square wave. To measure these, the M16C's TimerB counters are used, under interrupt 
control. 
 
This source code is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs.  

5.2 Data Logger 
The M16C has 256KB of flash memory and 20KB of RAM on-chip. The flash 
memory is typically used to store the program to be executed. However, it is possible 
to also use some of this memory for data storage. 
 
In this mode, the M16C recorded the sensor readings into Flash memory. On 
command, this raw data could later be downloaded to the PC. Data was output in a 
comma-delimited decimal format, so that it could be easily imported into programs 
such as Microsoft Excel. This permitted easy data visualisation, and algorithms could 
be rapidly tested and evaluated.  

 
The data logger was tested in two ways: 
• The embedded system was used to record data whilst being driven in a car. The 

motion sensed by the embedded system could then be compared to known and 
repeatable motion. 

• The data logger was then deployed on a buoy to provide raw data for later PC 
analysis. 
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Once the logger program has been loaded into flash memory, the microcontroller 
board plus attached sensors and a 9V battery is completely autonomous. 
 
As the data is logged, bits 12-19 of the address are displayed in hex on the onboard 7-
segment LEDs to give an indication of how much memory has been used. The 
multiplexing of the two displays is controlled by TimerA1, which is configured to 
interrupt at 10ms intervals. This timer also provides the time base for the data logging. 
 
The INT0 and INT1 pushbuttons on the SK2 board are used after startup/reset to 
choose the function to be performed: pressing INT0 results in Flash erasure and data 
logging, whilst pressing INT1 results in data output via UART0 (19200bps). 
 
This program can coexist in the SK2 board with Mitsubishi's Monitor program. 
Therefore it works well with Mitsubishi's KD30 debugger (the debugger must be put 
into 'free-running' mode) for ease of program development. 

5.2.1 Capabilities 
• 224KB of flash are available for data storage. 
• Each dataset requires 24 bytes, so 9557 datasets can be stored. 
• Programmable logging interval between 5 and 1000ms 
• Total recording time between 159 minutes (1000ms logging interval) and 48 

seconds (5ms logging interval). For wave recording (logging interval = 36ms), 
this allows recording for 344 seconds (5.7 minutes). 

5.2.2 Software 
The use of flash for data storage is complicated by the fact that the entire flash 
memory, although made up of several separate blocks, has a single flash mode control 
device. The significance of this is that, once a block of flash has started to be written 
or erased, it is not possible to read from any other block of flash. This means that the 
interrupt vector table and all interrupt service routines, and all code used to erase or 
write to flash, must be executed from RAM. That in turn requires that the code be 
relocatable, and reasonably compact in size. A relocation routine copies the code from 
ROM to RAM at start-up, and sets up the interrupt vector table in RAM to point to the 
RAM copies of the routines. 
 
A new program cannot easily be loaded into part of flash memory without erasing the 
rest; therefore, both the data recording and data output functions must be part of the 
same program. 
 
To allow for easier debugging, the entire program fits into flash between F8000h and 
FBFFFh. This causes some pressure on code size.  A small increase in program size 
would have required the use of the F0000h-F7FFFh block of flash for program 
storage, and consequently reduced the data buffer size by 32K. This required some 
code optimisations: 
 
• The FPUTC.C source code from the library was slightly customised. The standard 

version calls fgetc() (a large routine) to allow Ctrl-S/Ctrl-Q (XON/XOFF) 
handshaking for flow control. 
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• Similarly, the heap initialisation (which caused MALLOC to be linked in, 

although the heap isn’t used) and initialisation of FAR memory spaces (unused -- 
no external memory) was removed from the startup module (NCRT0.A30) to 
reduce code size. 

 
All Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) and the flash erasing/writing routines were 
written in assembler. This was so that they could all be placed in the same 'section' 
and easily collected together by the linker. This also made it easy to ensure that none 
of this code contained absolute addresses. A side benefit of this is smaller code size 
and faster execution. 
 
At reset, after the standard CPU setup, NCRT0.A30 copies the ISRs and flash writing 
routines to RAM. It then copies the interrupt vector table from flash to RAM. As it 
does this, it corrects all the vector table entries so that they point to the RAM copies, 
points the INTB registers at this table, and enables interrupts. 
 
Next the data areas are initialised as usual, and init() is called. This sets up stdout to 
output via UART0, and sets the UART to 19200N81. RTS/CTS handshaking is 
disabled. The lack of handshaking does require that the computer receiving data from 
this port is fast enough to handle it as it comes in. That assumption is reasonable for a 
modern PC (eg 500MHz Pentium) saving data direct to disk via a terminal emulator 
program. The various peripheral devices (7-segment LEDs, timers, pushbuttons) are 
then initialised. 
 
Finally, the main() program in LOGGER.C is executed. This displays the logging 
interval (in multiples of 10ms, and in hexadecimal) on the 7-segment displays. 
Several versions of the logger can be built using different logging intervals -- the 
display allows a double-check that the correct version is being used. 
 
The main program waits for one of the INT0/INT1 pushbuttons to be pressed. A more 
sophisticated user interface could be built using UART0, but the logger is designed to 
record data on the logger entirely standalone – a PC or terminal is needed only when 
the data is being output by the logger, not whilst data is being recorded.  
 
5.2.2.1 Data Logging 
When INT0 is pressed, The CPU is put into a 'flash-writing' state -- wait states are 
inserted and the CPU clock slowed down as required for writing to flash. All flash 
from C0000h to F7FFFh is erased block by block.  
 
The program then waits for a preset delay time, and then begins recording data until 
either flash memory is filled or the processor is stopped. The delay time is typically 
set to 5 minutes for buoy operations to allow the logger to be sealed in a watertight 
container and mounted on the buoy. In laboratory or road trials, the delay is set to 1 
minute or less. 
 
After the delay time has elapsed, the logger begins recording the sensor readings into 
flash memory. The data logging interval is preset at compile-time to a value between 
10ms and over 1 second. 
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Each raw data point consists of three sets of numbers, one each for the X, Y, and Z 
axis readings. For each axis, three numbers are recorded: the pulse width and period 
of the accelerometer, stored as two 16-bit integers, and the pulse width of the 
magnetometer, stored as a 32-bit integer. Thus each data point requires 24 bytes to be 
stored. 
 
Because flash must be written 256 bytes at a time, data is logged to RAM until at least 
256 bytes are recorded. The dataset is 24 bytes in size which does not divide evenly 
into 256. Often, therefore, there will be a few bytes unwritten, and the buffer must be 
256 + 24 bytes long. After a page is written to flash, any unwritten bytes are moved to 
the beginning of the buffer and logging continues immediately contiguous to the last 
unwritten byte. When over 256 bytes are again available for writing, the whole cycle 
begins again.  
 
The standard C function memcpy() took 400ms to move the unwritten bytes to the 
beginning of the buffer. Clearly, this would preclude any fast logging rate. Therefore 
memcpy() isn’t used, and instead an assignment statement is used to copy an entire 
dataset starting at buff+256 down to buff. Writing a page to flash must be done in less 
than the logging interval... although this program does allow interrupts to happen 
whilst a flash write operation is in progress, it doesn't log data during that time. 
 
This approach means that, in the output phase, data stored in flash can be viewed as 
contiguous datasets.  
 
Data compression was considered but discarded because 
• It is expected that the data will be continuously varying, therefore detecting 

patterns in the data to allow compression could get very complex, and 
• Adding more code could reduce the amount of flash available for data 
 
To minimise the program size, and therefore maximise data storage space, the data 
logger performs no analysis. A total program size (including copies of interrupt 
service routines and the interrupt vector table) of 24KB or less means that the 
program can be contained in blocks 0 & 1 of flash memory, leaving blocks 2-6 (a total 
of 224KB) available for data storage (see Figure 4-10). 
 
There is a compromise here; analysing raw data would mean that the data could be 
stored more compactly, so a larger, more complex program might actually increase 
the data storage capability of the logger. 
 
Given a total of 224KB available, a total of 9557 data points can be recorded. At the 
minimum required sampling interval of 36ms, this allows recording for 344 seconds 
(5.7 minutes). 
 
5.2.2.2 Data Output 
If INT1 is pressed after startup, the logger immediately starts outputting data from 
flash to the serial port (UART0) at 19,200bps. A communications program such as 
Windows’ HyperTerminal is used to capture the text and store it to a file. The data is 
output as comma-delimited ASCII text so that it can be easily imported into programs 
such as MS Excel for analysis. This permits easy data visualisation, and algorithms 
can be rapidly tested and evaluated.  
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A typical text file size is 560KB, an average of 57 bytes per data point; this varies 
somewhat depending on the size of the numbers. At 19,200bps, it takes about 5 
minutes to output the data from the logger. This time could be shortened by increasing 
the baud rate and/or transferring the data in binary rather than as text. However, at 
higher baud rates there is a greater risk of errors; if the PC receiving the data becomes 
busy it may miss a character or more. That in turn would require an error-detecting 
and –correcting protocol, increasing the complexity and size of the data logger 
program, and perhaps also needing a special program at the PC end. Similarly, 
transferring data in binary would potentially reduce the transfer time by about half, 
but would require a special “receiver” program on the PC. 

5.2.3 Memory Map: 
Address Range 
00000 - 003FF Special Function Registers 
00400 - 008F5 Scratchpad RAM 
 
02C00 - 03200 Stack 
 
04800 - 04AFF RAM_CODE (ISRs, Flash writing routines) 
04B00 - 04BFF RAM_vector (RAM version of Interrupt Vector Table) 
 
04C00 - ???  Used by Monitor program  
 
C0000 - F7FFF Flash Data Storage 
 
F8000 - FA6D3 Program -- Startup, Main Program, Library functions 
FA900 - FAA58 ROM data 
FBB00 - FBCA5 ROM_CODE (ISRs, Flash routines, to be copied to RAM) 
FBD00 - FBDFF ROM_vector (ROM copy of vector table, to be copied to RAM) 
 
FBE00 - FBFFF Unusable 
 
FC000 - FFFFF Monitor program 
 
Note that the flash memory blocks get smaller above F0000 – this makes it slightly 
more convenient to store data starting at C0000. Secondly, the M16C startup code 
can't be located at C0000. 
 
Because of the way that the vector table is moved, the RAM copy must start at an 
even page boundary (i.e. the origin of RAM_vector must be a multiple of 100h). 
Similarly, the ROM_CODE section shouldn't overlap a 64K boundary. 
 
This source code is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs. 

5.3 Road Testing 
The embedded system was used to record data whilst being driven in a car. This 
allowed the system to be tested without the environmental and other issues involved 
with deploying a buoy on the ocean. In addition, the motion sensed by the embedded 
system could be compared to known motion. 
 
A suitable road for testing was chosen; this was Pukepapa Road, a rural road outside 
the town of Marton, New Zealand. Pukepapa Rd is a straight road which runs at 15° to 
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true north. The magnetic declination in the area is 21° East, so the road’s direction is 
354° Magnetic in one direction, and 174° Magnetic in the other. The road has several 
undulations which vary in height from a metre or so to about ten metres. By driving 
over these at various speeds, various frequencies of vertical motion can be generated. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5-1: Topographic Map and photographs, Pukepapa Road area 
The apparent highest point visible from Makirikiri Line and Henderson’s Line is at 
the intersection with Whales Line. 
 
The heights of various points along Pukepapa Rd were surveyed using GPS and an 
aircraft altimeter. Unfortunately, neither of these devices was sufficiently accurate to 
reliably measure accurate heights. Nevertheless, there was good general agreement 
between the two devices. 
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Four passes were then made over Pukepapa Rd from the intersection with Makirikiri 
Line to the intersection with Kilkern Line (see Figure 5-1): 
• Pass 1: southbound, 100kph 
• Pass 2: northbound, 70kph 
• Pass 3: southbound, 100kph 
• Pass 4: northbound, 100kph 
 
During each of these passes the magnetometer and accelerometer outputs were logged 
and the data calculated, resulting in the profile shown in Figure 6-10. 

5.3.1 Analysis 
5.3.1.1 Accelerometers 
• Calibration: Accelerometers were calibrated by rotating the sensor array fully in 3 

dimensions so that each accelerometer was aligned with the gravity vector as 
described in section 4.2.4. 

• Low-pass filter: To remove vibration, the accelerometer readings were passed 
through a Butterworth 2.5Hz (0.4 second period) low-pass filter. 

 
5.3.1.2 Magnetometers 
• Calibration: Magnetometers were calibrated as described in section 4.1.3. 
• Linearisation: the magnetometer data were linearised as described in section 4.1.3 

and “pre-filtered” to remove artefacts due to the M16C’s interrupt handling  
• Low-Pass Filter: The magnetometer readings were passed through a Butterworth 

0.005Hz (200 second period) low-pass filter to give a long-term average reading 
for the orientation of the sensors in the magnetic field. This provides a reference 
of “horizontal” against which each reading may be compared. This is analogous to 
the 120-second period pendulum in the Waverider (see page 9). This low-pass 
filtered data was normalised to correct any calibration errors, and to avoid 
calculation errors in subsequent trigonometry. 

• Band-pass filter: The magnetometer readings were also passed through a 
Butterworth 0.0625-0.625Hz (1.6-16 second period) band-pass filter to smooth 
any errors in the sensor readings, then normalised. The angles between the band-
pass-filtered data and the low-pass-filtered data give the orientation of the sensors 
relative to the magnetic field. 

• Rotation: The magnetic field readings were rotated to correct for the dip (24° from 
the vertical) of the Earth’s magnetic field to give true direction. Because Pukepapa 
Road runs nearly North-South, the readings were simply rotated about the X axis 
by the dip angle to give an approximation of the true coordinate system. 

• Azimuth, Pitch, Roll calculations: The azimuth (heading) was calculated from the 
X and Y low-pass-filtered readings. The arcsine of the rotated X and Y band-pass-
filtered readings gave the pitch and roll respectively. 

• With Pitch motion known, the accelerometer readings were rotated about the X 
axis to derive horizontal and vertical accelerations. 

• The horizontal acceleration was integrated to calculate horizontal velocity, which 
was in turn integrated to calculate horizontal displacement. Similarly, vertical 
acceleration was doubly integrated to derive vertical displacement. 

• The horizontal displacement was plotted against vertical displacements for each 
pass. 
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• These graphs were compared. Because accurate initial values for vertical and 
horizontal displacement and velocity were not known, values were selected so that 
obvious features on the graphs coincided. These graphs are shown in Figure 6-10. 

 
This source code is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs. 

5.4 Buoy Testing 
The data logger was then deployed on a buoy to provide raw data for later PC 
analysis. 
 
To protect the electronics from the corrosive effect of seawater, they (including 
batteries) were mounted inside a waterproof plastic box. This in turn was sealed with 
waterproof tape. This system proved completely effective in protecting these sensitive 
components from seawater. As further insurance against seawater splashes (which 
proved unnecessary), the components and interface boards were placed inside plastic 
bags inside the plastic box. 
 

 
 

Figure 5-2: Microcomputer & sensor package  

 
The data logger was programmed with a preset delay on 60 seconds after start-up 
before data logging commenced. This was to allow time for sealing the plastic box, 
installing it on the buoy, and deploying the buoy into the sea. The buoy was tethered 
via a 20m long rope to allow easy retrieval after data collection was completed. 
 
By re-deploying the buoy using multiple SK2 boards in sequence, several data sets 
could be logged on a single data collection trip. These SK2 boards were then returned 
to shore for download of the data and subsequent analysis. 

5.4.1 Analysis 
5.4.1.1 Accelerometers 
• Calibration: Before leaving shore, the accelerometers were calibrated as described 

in section 4.2.4. The data was logged to an M16C data logger for later analysis. 
 
5.4.1.2 Magnetometers 
• Calibration: Magnetometers were to be calibrated as described in section 4.1.3.  
• Linearisation: the magnetometer data were linearised as described in section 4.1.3 

and “pre-filtered” to remove artefacts due to the M16C’s interrupt handling  
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• Low-Pass Filter: The magnetometer readings were passed through a Butterworth 
0.005Hz (200 second period) low pass filter to give a long-term average reading 
for the orientation of the sensors in the magnetic field. This provided a reference 
of “horizontal”. This low-pass-filtered data was normalised to correct any 
calibration errors, and to avoid calculation errors in subsequent trigonometry. 

• Azimuth calculations: The Y axis of the magnetometer reading was corrected for 
the dip (24° from the vertical) of the magnetic field. The azimuth (heading) is 
calculated from the X and Y low-pass-filtered readings. The arctangent of the X 
and corrected Y axis readings gives the azimuth. 

• Band-pass filter: The pre-filtered magnetometer readings were also passed through 
a Butterworth 0.0625-0.2Hz (5-16 second period) band-pass filter to select a range 
of wave frequencies to extract. The angles between the band-pass-filtered data and 
the low-pass-filtered data give the pitch and roll of the sensors. 

 
This source code is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs. 
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6 Results 
6.1 Road Testing 
The graphs shown in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 show the raw data readings measured 
during four passes up and down Pukepapa Road from the intersection with Makirikiri 
Line to the intersection with Kilkern Line: 
 

Pass Direction Start Time Finish Time Speed 
1 southward 00:00.0 01:45.3 100kph 
2 northward 01:54.0 04:07.5 70kph 
3 southward 04:17.0 06:09.7 100kph 
4 northward 06:30.0 08:21.0 100kph 

 
Note the readings between the end of each pass and the beginning of the next: 
1. a deceleration in the Y (longitudinal) axis 
2. a negative X (lateral) acceleration as the car is turned (all turns were clockwise) 
3. simultaneously, an abrupt change in the X and Y magnetic field readings 
4. finally a Y acceleration 
5. little change in the Z (vertical) acceleration or magnetic field 

Figure 6-1: Pukepapa Rd Accelerations 
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Figure 6-2: Pukepapa Rd Raw Magnetometer Counts 
The large spikes in the magnetometer record above are artefacts of the M16C 
sampling procedure. When the counter overflows at 64K counts, an interrupt is 
generated. If processing of this interrupt is delayed due to a second interrupt occurring 
simultaneously, the overflow may be misread as being the end of a pulse, or vice 
versa. 
 
These artefacts were removed manually. However, an automated procedure for 
detecting and removing them needs to be implemented (see section 7.8). 

Figure 6-3: Pukepapa Rd Magnetic Field Components 
These ‘pre-filtered’ magnetic field components were then passed through a 
Butterworth low-pass pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.005Hz. 
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At the beginning of each pass, the filter was re-initialised so that components read in 
the previous pass (in the opposite direction) would not distort the filtered data for the 
current pass. The resulting data is shown in Figure 6-4 below. 
 
Similarly, the accelerometer data was passed through a Butterworth low-pass filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 0.4Hz to remove high frequency accelerations due to 
vibration. 

Figure 6-4: Pukepapa Rd Low-Pass Filtered Magnetic Field Components 
The pre-filtered magnetic field components were also passed through a Butterworth 
filter with a pass-band of 0.0625-0.625 Hz, resulting in the data graphed below in 
Figure 6-5: 
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Figure 6-5: Pukepapa Rd Band-Pass Filtered Magnetic Field Components 
From the X and Y low-pass filtered readings, azimuth (heading) was calculated. The 
Y and Z band-pass-filtered readings were rotated about the X axis to correct for the 
dip angle of the magnetic field (24º from vertical) to calculate pitch in world-
coordinates. 

Figure 6-6: Pukepapa Rd Azimuth, Pitch, and Roll Components 
With Pitch motion known, the accelerometer readings were rotated about the X axis to 
derive horizontal and vertical accelerations. 
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Figure 6-7: Pukepapa Rd Horizontal and Vertical Accelerations 
The horizontal acceleration was integrated to calculate horizontal velocity, which was 
in turn integrated to calculate horizontal displacement. Similarly, vertical acceleration 
was doubly integrated to derive vertical displacement. 

Figure 6-8: Pukepapa Rd Horizontal Velocity and Displacement 
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Figure 6-9: Pukepapa Rd Vertical Velocity and Displacement 
The horizontal displacement was plotted against vertical displacements for each pass. 

Figure 6-10: Pukepapa Rd Profile: Vertical vs Horizontal Displacement 
The “Survey” points on this graph were measured using GPS. The horizontal and 
vertical error bars indicate the positional error in GPS readings. 
 
Figure 6-11 shows a comparison, using Pass 1 data, of integration techniques 
described in section 3.2.3. It can be seen that the various integration techniques result 
in very similar outputs. The right-hand graph shows detail of a small segment from 
the right-hand of the main graph. This part of the graph shows the worst-case for 
accumulated errors, with a variation of less than 0.5m between the four methods. Note 
the apparent high-frequency error introduced by the Simpson’s Rule technique.  
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of integration techniques 

 
Both the raw data and the analysed data is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs 
as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. 

6.2 Buoy Testing 
Two separate data collection trips were made: 
• 20 December 2002: via sea kayak, from Kai-iwi beach, north-west of Wanganui. 

For this trip, since the water was expected to be relatively shallow, it was intended 
to analyse short wavelength (relatively high frequency)  waves. Therefore the 
loggers were programmed to log at high sampling rates of 100Hz.  

 
Unfortunately, no useful data was collected on this trip. Whilst sitting in a kayak 
in motion, even though the sea was moderate, it took considerably longer than the 
one minute allowed to seal the plastic box. A second attempt at deploying using a 
surf rescue Inshore Rescue Boat resulted in (undetected) intermittent damage to 
the accelerometer connections due to the pounding whilst going out through the 
surf. 

 
• 15 May 2003: via the “Gwenelda”, offshore from Wanganui. The buoy was 

deployed into the water at 39º57’53.9”S, 174º57’59.5”E, approximately 5km 
offshore in 18m of water several times between 8:30am and 11:30am (See Figure 
6-12). During this period, the boat itself drifted at 1.2km/hr on a course of 215º. 
The weather was fine with a southwesterly swell of approximately 1 metre. A 
light easterly breeze decreased to calm over this period of time. In addition, a 
record was taken of motion on board the boat at the same location, using the same 
sensors. 
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Figure 6-12: Buoy Location 
After returning to shore, it was found that one of the accelerometer devices was 
giving faulty readings. This meant that only one channel (the horizontal Y axis) 
was useable. However, without the corresponding X and Z channels, no useful 
information could be extracted from this data. 

Figure 6-13: Buoy: Raw acceleration data 
Before leaving shore, the accelerometers were calibrated by rotating the sensor array 
fully in 3 dimensions so that each accelerometer was aligned with the gravity vector. 
However, the data logged was not inspected until later. 
 
The graph above shows a detailed view of the last few seconds of the accelerometer 
data logged during data collection. Note that the X and Z axis data are “quantised” 
into only a few discrete levels, whereas the Y axis data shows a continuous waveform. 
This quantisation is due to the frequency of the signals output from the X and Z 
accelerometers being approximately 20 times too high due to an intermittent power 
supply fault. The X and Z axis data are produced by a single 2-axis accelerometer 
chip; the Y axis data come from a second chip which was unaffected by the fault. 
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Figure 6-14: Buoy: Raw magnetometer data 
The automatic calibration algorithm could not find a suitable set of points (see section 
7.7). A special calibration program was used to scan through the entire data set to find 
a suitable set of calibration readings. These calibration settings were then used to 
calibrate the magnetometers for the data set. 
 

 Figure 6-15: Buoy: Magnetic field components 
These ‘pre-filtered’ magnetic field components were then passed through a 
Butterworth low-pass pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.005Hz. The resulting 
data is shown in  Figure 6-16 below: 
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 Figure 6-16: Buoy: Low-pass filtered magnetic field components 
The pre-filtered magnetic field components were also passed through a Butterworth 
filter with a pass-band of 0.0625-0.625Hz, resulting in the data graphed below in  
Figure 6-17: 

 Figure 6-17: Buoy: Band-pass filtered magnetic field components 
The initial, large-magnitude fluctuations in the apparent Y and Z axis magnetic field 
components occur whilst the filter is stabilising… the first 30 seconds of data in the 
data set cannot be used. 
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 Figure 6-18: Buoy: Band-pass filtered magnetic field after 30 seconds 
From the X and Y low-pass filtered readings, azimuth (heading) was calculated. The 
Y and Z band-pass-filtered readings were rotated about the X axis to correct for the 
dip angle of the magnetic field (24º from vertical) to calculate pitch in world-
coordinates. In this particular case, this proved to be simple, since the azimuth is very 
close to due Magnetic North. 

Figure 6-19: Buoy: Azimuth, pitch, and roll (.0625-.625Hz) 
The data were also filtered using a pass-band of 0.0625-0.1Hz. The results of this are 
graphed below: 
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 Figure 6-20: Buoy: Azimuth, pitch, and roll (.0625-0.1Hz) 
Both the raw data and the analysed data is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs 
as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. 

6.3 Boat Testing 
On the 15 May 2003 data collection trip on the “Gwenelda”, the sensor package was 
placed on the boat’s deck. The resulting data set therefore gives a record of the motion 
of the boat itself.  

 Figure 6-21: Boat: Raw acceleration data 
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The graph above shows the accelerometer data logged. Note that the X and Z axis 
data shows good data (a continuous waveform) for the first 44 seconds, then for the 
remainder of the data set exhibits the same fault as the buoy data in the previous 
section. 

 Figure 6-22: Boat: Raw magnetometer data 
The same calibration settings were used to calibrate the magnetometers for this data 
set as for the buoy data. 
 
The magnetic field data was processed in the same way as the buoy data, using a 
0.0625-0.1Hz filter, resulting in the data graphed below in  Figure 6-23: 
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 Figure 6-23: Boat: Azimuth, pitch, and roll 
The initial, large-magnitude fluctuations in the apparent Y and Z axis magnetic field 
components occur whilst the filter is stabilising… the first 72 seconds of data in the 
data set cannot be used. 
 
This is unfortunate, since the only valid accelerometer data is for the first 44 seconds 
of the data set. 
 
Both the raw data and the analysed data is available in Appendix 1: Data & Programs 
as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. 
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7 Future Directions 
7.1 Radio link 
The lack of feedback from the buoy and sensor package has meant that on many 
occasions no data was collected, or else erroneous data was collected unknowingly. 
Ideally, during experimentation real-time bidirectional data link would be maintained 
with a laptop computer.  
 
This data link should 
• Allow the experimenter to monitor data being output. 
• Allow the laptop computer to log data, thus effectively removing limitations on 

logging rates and duration. 
• Allow the experimenter to alter parameters (eg logging rate) interactively. 
• Not compromise the environmental security of the sensor package 
• Have low power consumption 
• Have a range of up to 100m, so that the monitoring boat does not interfere with 

the buoy. 
• Be easy to interface to the M16C microcontroller 
 
The above suggest a radio data link via the M16C’s serial port. Whilst IEEE 802.11b 
provides sufficient bandwidth and range, interfacing to the M16C would involve 
significant effort. 
 
In the long term, it is envisaged that the final system will communicate its results back 
to a base station either via a cell phone link (for inshore applications) or via a satellite 
(for deployments in remote locations). 

7.2 Buoy testing against known conditions 
For this system to be useful, its accuracy needs to be proven. This may initially 
involve a mechanical system to emulate a wave of specified height and direction, but 
ultimately would require testing in the ocean and comparison of data with data from 
known good buoy. 

7.3 Calculation Speed and Accuracy 
Whilst it seems likely that the M16C’s 256KB internal flash memory will be large 
enough to contain a program which does all the required calculations, it is still 
somewhat uncertain that a 16-bit CPU running at 16MHz will be sufficiently fast to 
perform the large amounts of floating point arithmetic required. 
 
It may be possible to use suitable algorithms to replace many (or even all) of the 
most-used floating point calculations by integer arithmetic. This would result in a 
significant increase in processing speed. 
 
There may be a trade-off possible between speed and accuracy… for example, 
reducing the order of digital filtering will reduce the amount of calculations required, 
but also reduce accuracy of the results. In this case, it is necessary to determine the 
sensitivity of the calculations’ accuracy to the order of the filters to determine the 
minimum acceptable order. 
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It appears that magnetometer calibration, for example, is not critical to accuracy of 
wave measurement. It may be that fixed calibration settings may be adequate. 
Another trade-off is the location of the calculations: the more calculation that can be 
done on the buoy, the less data will need to be transmitted. This may consequently 
have a large impact on power consumption.  
 
For example, a typical output from a wave recording system is a wave spectrum 
calculated via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The input to the FFT is the series of 
surface displacement (height) readings. Thus, all height readings will need to be 
available at the location where the FFT is calculated. If the FFT is calculated at a base 
station rather than on the buoy, then all height readings will need to be transmitted to 
the base station, and consequently there will be a great deal of radio traffic, which 
may in turn use a great deal of power, and perhaps also be expensive monetarily.  
 
If the transform is calculated on the buoy, then only the output of the FFT will need to 
be transmitted. It may be worth the cost, both in money and power terms, to use a 
more powerful processor, or perhaps a second M16C, on the buoy. 

7.4 Power consumption 
Whilst the M16C and the sensor datasheets suggest that considerable power savings 
might be possible, no investigation of this has been done. 
 
Given the intended application, and consequently power being provided by solar cells, 
minimal power usage is a desirable property.   

7.5 Hull designs 
The prototype system has been tested on a buoy which includes fins in the water to 
ensure that the buoy’s motion as closely as possible resembles the motion of the water 
it is floating in. 
 
The intended environment for the device is on a boat-like autonomous vessel. Since 
this vessel is designed to move through the water, it will not follow the motion of the 
surface water particles accurately. Therefore it may be necessary to model the vessel’s 
hydrodynamic behaviour to correct for inaccuracies induced in the sensors’ motion by 
the boat not following the wave surface exactly.  
 
Conversely, it may be possible to take advantage of the boat’s controllability to 
provide better results (eg turn it into wind and command the propulsion system to 
maintain zero speed relative to the water). 

7.6 Dedicated hardware design 
The prototype, whilst it provides flexibility and easy modification, lacks robustness, 
and incudes many unused components (eg 7-segment LED displays). 
 
A dedicated hardware design would include all the sensors and the microcontroller on 
a single PCB, providing a cheaper, stronger, more reliable device. The radio link 
mentioned earlier might also be included on the same PCB. 
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7.7 Sensor calibration 
When deployed in the buoy, the automatic calibration system as described in section 
4.1.3.3 failed to work. This was because the system required data points from 6 
substantially different orientations. In the prevailing climate, the buoy’s motion was 
close to a circular arc… that is, because waves were only coming from one direction, 
it was rotating in only one plane. The orientations were not different enough, over a 
short enough timeframe, to allow the algorithm to work. 
 
A mechanical device to alter the orientation of the magnetic sensors may be needed to 
allow automatic calibration, especially in relatively small seas from a single direction. 
Alternatively, if deployed on an autonomous vessel, the vessel itself might turn to 
provide different orientations. 
 
Alternatively, the low-pass filtered magnetic field data may be used to calibrate the 
sensors. The low-pass filter provides a virtual Z sensor that is always exactly vertical, 
along with two virtual X and Y sensors that are orthogonal to, and rotate about, the Z 
axis. It follows that the magnetic field apparent on the virtual vertical magnetometer 
should always be equal to the cosine of the angle of dip (the angle between the 
magnetic field vector and the vertical). 

7.8 Pre-filtering 
Several attempts were made to ‘pre-filter’ the data automatically to remove the spikes 
(see Figure 6-2).  However, this proved to be extremely difficult... some of the spikes 
are quite small in amplitude, and difficult to distinguish from rapid changes in 
orientation of the sensors. 
 
One approach might be to only remove the very large amplitude spikes, and leave the 
smaller amplitude spikes to be attenuated by the digital filtering which follows. 
 
It may be that in buoy data, where rapid changes of orientation are unlikely, it may be 
much easier to distinguish spikes from data. 
 
Another approach is to reduce the number of TimerB counts per magnetometer cycle; 
at present, the magnetometer signals are divided by 2048 (section 4.4.3), and the 
M16C uses the f8 (500KHz) clock to measure the length of each cycle. This can be 
changed to use the f32 clock (125KHz). By also reducing the hardware from 2048 to 
512, the frequency of the magnetometer signals received by the microprocessor would 
be increased. The overall reduction in counts/cycle resolution by a factor of 16 would 
prevent overflow of the timer counters from occurring. Whilst this would add 
somewhat to the workload of the CPU, and would reduce the resolution of the 
resulting count, the problem should be solved.  
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8 Conclusions 
This project demonstrates that detection and measurement of attitude and motion of a 
buoy by the use of low-cost magnetometers and accelerometers is achievable. Still to 
be determined is whether this can be done in real-time, and at reasonable cost in terms 
of power consumption. However, this does seem likely; if not immediately, then 
within the near future as processor speeds continue to increase, and power 
consumption continues to decrease. 
 
It may be that this approach is applicable to other attitude measurement areas where, 
like buoys, the motion and attitude are constrained. For example, it may be possible to 
survey a section of road with some accuracy, simply by driving over it. 
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11 Appendices 
Appendices are located on the CD-ROM attached to this document. 

11.1 Appendix 1: Data & Programs 
This appendix contains data, raw and analysed, collected from the data logger, as well 
as source code (C and M16C assembler) to analyse the data.  
 
In general, the source code is contained in a subdirectory called SOURCE.  
 
Files with .CSV extensions are comma-delimited text files containing raw data output 
from the logger program. Files with .XLS extensions are Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheets which have been generated by analysing the .CSV file with the same 
name. The various graphs included in this document have been generated by these 
spreadsheets. 

11.1.1 Lab 
Lab version of the software. 
• BC3 code subdirectory 

Contains Borland C source code for retrieving data from the lab version of the 
M16C software, logging it, and displaying it graphically. 

• M16C code subdirectory 
Contains M16C assembler and C source code for the lab version of the M16C 
software; inputting data, and outputting it via the serial port. 

11.1.2 Logger 
Contains M16C assembler and C source code for the logger version of the 
M16C software; inputting data, storing it in flash memory, and outputting it 
via the serial port. 

11.1.3 Pukepapa 
Data and source code relating to data logged on Pukepapa Rd 
• SOURCE code subdirectory 

Contains Microsoft C source code for analysing data retrieved from the logger 
on Pukepapa Rd. 

• pukepapa.csv 
• pukepapa.xls 

11.1.4 Mole 
Two sets of raw data collected at the North Mole, Wanganui River Mouth, on 8th 
November 2002. 
• 8Nov06.csv 
• 8Nov11.csv 

11.1.5 Kaiiwi 
Data and source code relating to data logged off Kai-iwi Beach 
• SOURCE subdirectory 
• kaiiwi11.csv 
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• kaiiwi11.xls 
• kaiiwi3.csv 
• kaiiwi9.csv 
• kaiiwi9.xls 

11.1.6 Boat 
Data and source code relating to data logged on 15th May 2003, on the 
“Gwenelda” data collection trip 
• SOURCE subdirectory 
• 10ms.csv: 10ms sampling interval buoy raw data 
• 20ms.csv: 20ms sampling interval buoy raw data 
• 20ms.xls: 20ms sampling interval buoy analysed data 
• boat.csv: 20ms sampling interval boat raw data 
• boat.xls: 20ms sampling interval boat analysed data 

11.1.7 Trochoidal.xls 
Excel spreadsheet for drawing trochoidal waveforms 

 

11.2 Appendix 2: Papers 
This directory includes academic and other documents downloaded from the Internet. 
They are included here because the transitory nature of the Internet means that they 
may not be available in the future. 

11.2.1 ADXL202E datasheet.pdf 
Datasheet published by Analog Devices for the ADXL202E accelerometer IC. 

11.2.2 Kinematic DGPS.htm 
Paper entitled “Development of Topographic Maps for Precision Farming with 
Kinematic GPS” by R. L. Clark and R. Lee 

11.2.3 Attitude Determination 
This subdirectory contains papers relating to attitude determination. 
• Attitude Determination.pdf 

“Attitude Determination using Vector Observations and the Singular Value 
Decomposition” 
[Markley 1988] 

• Attitude Estimation.pdf 
“Attitude Estimation” notes by Thomas Bak 
http://www.control.auc.dk/~raf/Aerospace/best_tb3.pdf 

• bei gyro.htm 
A Micromachined Quartz Angular Rate Sensor for 
Automotive and Advanced Inertial Applications 
http://www.sensorsmag.com/articles/0899/26/main.shtml 

• Chapter 4 attitude determination.doc 
Part of a course in Spacecraft Dynamics and Control by 
Chris Hall 
www.aoe.vt.edu/~chall/courses/aoe4140/attde.pdf 

mailto:rclark@bae.uga.edu
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• Extended QUEST.pdf 
“Extended QUEST attitude determination filtering” by Mark L. Psiaki 
http://www.mae.cornell.edu/Psiaki/extended_quest.pdf 

11.2.4 Wave Measurement 
This subdirectory contains papers relating to ocean wave measurement. 
• dbcp nz.html 

Data Buoy Cooperation Panel Annual Report (New Zealand) 
http://ioc.unesco.org/goos/ms/rpts/nz_r02.htm 

• ndbc wave measurement.html 
“How are spectral wave data derived from buoy motion measurements?” 
http://seaboard.ndbc.noaa.gov/wave.shtml 

• wavemeas.pdf 
Nondirectional and Directional Wave Analysis Procedures 
NDBC Technical Document 96-01 
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/wavemeas.pdf 

11.2.5 Speake & Co 
This directory contains documents relating to the FGM-series magnetometers 
• AUTOCAL.DOC  

Application Note: Autocalibration algorithms for FGM type sensors 
http://www.fatquarterssoftware.com/Download/autocal.htm 

• fgmapp.doc 
FGM-series Magnetic Field Sensors General Application Techniques 
http://www.fatquarterssoftware.com/Download/fgmapp.htm 

• FGM_DS.DOC 
FGM-series Magnetic Field Sensors Datasheet 
http://www.fatquarterssoftware.com/Download/fgm_ds.htm 

• scl004.doc 
SCL004 Integrated Circuit - Self Calibrating Compass 
http://www.fatquarterssoftware.com/Download/scl004.htm 

11.2.6 Reference Lists 
This directory contains various lists of papers and other references. 
• asiref.html 

Will Drennan's list of references on Air-sea Interaction, geophysical 
turbulence, surface waves and related fields 
http://anole.rsmas.miami.edu/people/wdrennan/asiref.html 

• attitude biblio.txt 
References related to attitude determination. 

• hansrefs.html 
Hans Graber's List of References 

• markrefs.html 
Mark Donelan's list of references 

• Web References.doc 
Links to web sites which refer to GPS attitude determination, wave 
measurement, etc. 

• Peak Picking Biblio.txt 
References related to peak picking. 
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11.3 Appendix 3: Hardware 
This directory contains documents and images relating to the hardware construction 
required for this project. The schematic and PCB files were created with a software 
package called Protel DXP. 

• accelerometer pcb.gif 
Image of the Accelerometer board PCB layout. 

• accelerometer sch.gif 
Image of the Accelerometer board schematic. 

• M16 Breakboard subdirectory 
Schematics, etc for construction of the M16C breakout board 

• M16 Magnetometer board subdirectory 
Schematics, etc for construction of the Magnetometer interface board 

11.4 Appendix 4: Media 
This directory contains images and movies relating to this project. 

11.4.1 Images 
All images included in this thesis (excluding the graphs of data generated 
using Excel) are included in this directory. 

11.4.2 Movies 
Movies in this subdirectory were made using a Mavica digital camera. They 
are all short, and of relatively poor quality. 
• 0.5m buoy floating (2).mpg 

The 0.5m buoy in the water at North Mole, Wanganui 
• 0.5m buoy floating.mpg 

The 0.5m buoy in the water at North Mole, Wanganui 
• Waves.mpg 

Waves breaking on the South Mole, Wanganui 
• MVC-788W.MPG 

The 0.5m buoy in the water off Kai-iwi Beach, Wanganui 
• MVC-789W.MPG 

The 0.5m buoy in the water off Kai-iwi Beach, Wanganui 
• MVC-791W.MPG 

The 0.5m buoy in the water off Kai-iwi Beach, Wanganui 
• MVC-792W.MPG 

The 0.5m buoy in the water off Kai-iwi Beach, Wanganui 
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